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|9/1/06 11:56:22 AM|Carl Weingarten|TJQF||TJQF||||10|Welcome back to the Jerry
Quarry Foundation Letters Forum. |
|9/1/06 11:42:59 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|I guess I am
the first one to come back. I wonder if everyone knows the letter's page is
back up. Thanks Carl.|
|9/2/06 06:48:51 PM|BOB|UPSTATE N.Y. ||PAPERTRAP@ADELPHIA.NET||||10|HAPPY TO THE
SITE BACK , AND HOPES IT ALL GOES WELL----BOB|
|9/3/06 07:16:28 PM|Don|Chicago||nomas@att.net||||10|Nice to see the page back
up. Is everyone away this weekend?|
|9/4/06 09:20:11 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|Good
to see a great site back. Now to start a bit of debate what did most people
think of the Toney-Peter fight at the weekend? There seems to be quite a wide
view of different opinions on who won the fight, with Toney deemed to be a bit
unlucky. He may have got his just desserts after getting away with a fortunate
draw with Hasim Rahman a few months ago. It is now three years since he has
joined the division with that impressive dismantling of the albeit past it
Holyfield. In those three years since he has only beaten Dominic Guinn of note,
getting away with a lucky draw against Rahman, being busted for drugs against
Ruiz and losing to Samuel Peter. As much as I admire his considerable talents,
his refusal to condition himself properly and the farcical fight with Ruiz don't
enamour him to me much. He really only has himself to blame.|
|9/4/06 01:47:22 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||jerjets11@yahoo.com||||10|Good to see the
letters page back. My best wishes to the Quarrys always. Klitschko-Brock is Nov.
11th, so I've read anyway. My birthday. The division needs a good match like
that. Peace. irishjerryq@yahoogroups.com |
|9/4/06 06:08:08 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Mark, I am not
sure why the judges thought Peter won, especially by a four or five point
advantage even after a one point deduction.<br><br>Peter did in some rounds land
the harder shots but in most of the rounds Toney would land the cleaner shots
for most of the round and Peter would get some good punches in near the end of
the rounds.<br><br>My thoughts on scoring are a fighter should have to fight for
most of the round and that only if he has his opponent hurt, than he can win a
round if he comes on strong at the end after being ineffective earlier.<br><br>I
remember thinking when the fight ended that Toney should be able to beat Oleg
Maskaev but then the decision went to Peter.<br><br>I saw Toney winning a close
fight 115 to 112, two points without the deduction in round nine when Peter
fouled Toney with a double punch so a three point advantage with the foul.|
|9/4/06 08:34:11 PM|George Otto|Youngstown, Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|Carl,
thanks for getting the site back up. To all the visitors to this site, as I
have done often in the past with Brandi Quarry's strong support, I will be
posting letters indicating the Foundation's support for the passage of boxing
legislation on the federal level. Before the U.S. Congress adjourns in
November, the House of Representatives will again vote on the United States
Boxing Commission Act (HR 1065). The U.S. Senate has already voted in favor of
this bill becoming law. The Quarry Foundation, alone with the American
Association for the Improvement for Boxing, has supported this bill for years
because its passage would establish a federal boxing commission which could
possibly solve many of the sport's problems across the country. Please write
your U.S. Congressman or Congresswoman in support of this measure. If you need
to find out who that person is, or where his/her office is located, the internet

has many sites where you can get that information. On behalf of the Foundation,
thanks for your interest and support regarding this important issue. |
|9/6/06 12:55:18 PM|max hord|fernandina bch fla||mhord@adelphia.net||||10|Most
times fighters don't punch as hard after they move up in class.I think Toney is
a good example.|
|9/6/06 04:59:40 PM|Angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Kent:
That's a huge swing between your scoring and the judges.' I didn't see the
fight but Toney didn't look to be in good shape going in.<br>Have you been to
the Larry Holmes site? They have a good message board there as well and Holmes
posts very regularly. He said that back in '99, there was talk of him fighting
Toney. Then, more money was offered for him to fight Foreman. When that fell
through, he tried to get Toney back, but to no avail. Holmes makes a lot of
very interesting comments and observations at his site and will gladly answer
your questions whenever he gets around to reading all the posts. I'm thrilled
that we're back up and running here!
|
|9/6/06 08:34:54 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Angelo, one of
the judges scored the Toney/Peter fight about the same as I did, 115 to 112 or
115 to 113 for Toney as the fight was a split decision.<br><br>No I haven't gone
to the Holmes site. I will have to check that out.|
|9/6/06 10:52:56 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Max, you are
right, a smaller fighter doesn't have the same effect on a bigger fighter when
he fights in a higher weight division.<br><br>But Toney if he didn't hurt Peter
badly, he did slow his momentum quite a few times. Toney was punching
effectively in most rounds.<br><br>Peter, although he let his hands go more than
he has in the past, he just didn't do enough to win a close fight.<br><br>He did
at times hurt Toney but not in enough rounds even though his punches were the
harder blows.<br><br>As I said, I saw the fight 115 to 112 for Toney. 7 to 4
with one even, the even round, round nine, which Peter was winning but he had a
point deducted because of a foul.<br><br>Samuel Peter showed a marked
improvement in his boxing skills but a fighter should not be given a win for
improvment if he didn't do enough to pull out the win.<br><br>|
|9/7/06 12:10:31 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Hi everyone, I'm very happy the site
is back. Since the site has been closed I have been watching many legendary
fights of great fighters such as Quarry-Liston-Holmes and others. Now I want to
post one of those fights: <br>Jerry Quarry vs Jack Bodell
(1971)<br><br>http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQZEJLp5n1U<br><br>As you can see
Jerry was great in that fight and proved he was the best white heavyweight in
the wordl (Primo Carnera was already dead ;-) ).|
|9/7/06 03:16:30 PM|Angelo|Washington, DC||f||||10|Massimo: The link wasn't
highlighted---when I tried to write it in, I couldn't get to the URL.<br>Kent:
How do you think an in-prime Mike Weaver would do against "Super Heavyweight"
James Toney?<br>|
|9/7/06 03:42:59 PM|Sonia Hathaway(Quarry)|Joshua Tree,
CA||Sonia2163@verizon.net||||10|Way to go letter's page is back up. Thanks
Massimo, and Kent, for lettin me know page is back! Hope all are doing well.
Let's get back to boxing. |
|9/8/06 12:24:56 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Angelo-<br><br>I'm sorry you can't see
the fight, it's very strange. Anyway, if you make a google search under the name
"muhammad ali' You Tube" you'll find a lot of fights.|
|9/9/06 08:44:44 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Angelo, I
would pick Toney by decision over Weaver.|
|9/9/06 09:34:49 AM|George L. Otto|Youngstown,Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|This
writer chose the life and accomplishments of Floyd Patterson as an inspiration
for passing this legislation (see below) partially because Jerry Quarry had once
been a Floyd Patterson fan.<br><br><br>AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE IMPROVEMENT
OF BOXING, INCORPORATED, <br>86 FLETCHER AVENUE, MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552,
914.664.4571, www.aaib.org<br>THE JERRY QUARRY FOUNDATION FOR PUGILISTICA

DEMENTIA, INCORPORATED<br>389 10TH STREET, NORTHEAST, LINTON, IN 47441,
812.847.4810, www.jerryquarry.com<br><br>27 August 2006<br><br>The Honorable J.
Dennis Hastert<br>Speaker of the House<br>United States House of
Representatives<br>Washington, DC 20215<br><br>Dear House Speaker
Hastert:<br><br>As you well know, the American Association for the Improvement
of Boxing (AAIB) and The Jerry Quarry Foundation for Pugilistica Dementia (TJQF)
have often supported legislative efforts that have helped improve professional
boxing. Also, you probably also know that both the AAIB and TJQF strongly favor
the passage of the United States Boxing Commission Act (H.R. 1065), a bill that
died in the House on 16 November 2006. <br>One important reason why the rest of
the U.S. House of Representatives and you should join with the AAIB and TJQF to
support the passage of this bill is to honor the memory of the late Floyd
Patterson who died earlier this year. Without question, the former two-time
heavyweight champion of the world embodied much of what was good and decent in
boxing. Furthermore, he clearly displayed these ideals both as a world champion
fighter and as the Commissioner of the prestigious New York State Athletic
Commission. In adhering to these principles both inside and outside of the ring,
Mr. Patterson consistently supported the most important provisions of this bill
intended and included to bring a sense of order and unity to a sport all too
often overwhelmed by a strong self-destructive sense of chaos and disorder.
To
honor this important person and support the goals of the AAIB and TJQF, all
members of the House of Representatives must vote in favor of this document that
puts forth the promise of improving this important sport and significant billion
dollar industry in many ways.<br><br>If you want to provide feedback or ask
questions concerning this letter or any other related subjects, I can be reached
at ehnpbsa@aol.com, 330.743.2898, or 142 Upland Ave., Youngstown, Ohio 44505.
Furthermore Mr. Stephen Acunto, Sr., Co-Founder of the AAIB, and other
individuals connected with that formidable organization, also stand ready,
willing, and able to help with these legislative matters concerning this great
sport. I am <br><br>Sincerely yours,<br><br><br>GEORGE L. OTTO, BCD, ESQUIRE,
ICADC, LICDC, LISW, MSUS, SAP<br>Chief Counsel/Legislative Consultant<br><br>Cc.
The Honorable John Boehner, House Majority Leader, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Nancy Pelosi, House Democratic Leader, United
States House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Clifford Stearns, United States
House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Tim Ryan, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Bill Frist, Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable Harry Reid, Democratic Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable John McCain, United States Senate<br>|
|9/9/06 09:53:04 AM|George Otto|Youngstown, Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOXING, INCORPORATED, <br>86 FLETCHER AVENUE,
MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552, 914.664.4571, www.aaib.org<br>THE JERRY QUARRY
FOUNDATION FOR PUGILISTICA DEMENTIA, INCORPORATED<br>389 10TH STREET, NORTHEAST,
LINTON, IN 47441, 812.847.4810, www.jerryquarry.com<br><br>31 August
2006<br><br>The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert<br>Speaker of the House<br>United
States House of Representatives<br>Washington, DC 20215<br><br>Dear House
Speaker Hastert:<br>As you well know, the American Association for the
Improvement of Boxing (AAIB) and The Jerry Quarry Foundation for Pugilistica
Dementia (TJQF) have often supported legislative efforts that have helped
improve professional boxing. Also, you probably also know that both the AAIB
and TJQF strongly favor the passage of laws regulating the conduct and licensing
of referees, and ringside physicians, boxing commissioners, and many other
important persons; utilizing uniform scorekeeping; and the use of standardized
equipment in training sessions and during the bouts.
If such rules existed on
a national basis, the billion dollar sport of boxing could gain a sense of
integrity and respectability that it does not presently have. <br>Both of these
organizations (the AAIB and TJQF)favor the pasage of this bill because its
implementation could establish a boxing commission that could potentially

provide the administrative oversight needed to reform boxing.<br><br>If you want
to provide ask questions concerning this letter or any other related subjects, I
can be reached at ehnpbsa@aol.com, 330.743.2898, or 142 Upland Ave., Youngstown,
Ohio 44505. Furthermore Mr. Stephen Acunto, Sr., Co-Founder of the AAIB, and
other individuals connected with that formidable organization, also stand ready,
willing, and able to help with these legislative matters concerning this great
sport. I am <br><br>Sincerely yours,<br><br><br>GEORGE L. OTTO, BCD, ESQUIRE,
ICADC, LICDC, LISW, MSUS, SAP<br>Chief Counsel/Legislative Consultant<br><br>Cc.
The Honorable John Boehner, House Majority Leader, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Nancy Pelosi, House Democratic Leader, United
States House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Clifford Stearns, United States
House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Tim Ryan, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Bill Frist, Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable Harry Reid, Democratic Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable John McCain, United States Senate<br>|
|9/9/06 09:57:56 AM|George Otto|Youngstown, Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|MERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOXING, INCORPORATED, <br>86 FLETCHER AVENUE,
MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552, 914.664.4571, www.aaib.org<br>THE JERRY QUARRY
FOUNDATION FOR PUGILISTICA DEMENTIA, INCORPORATED<br>389 10TH STREET, NORTHEAST,
LINTON, IN 47441, 812.847.4810, www.jerryquarry.com<br><br>4 September
2006<br><br>The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert<br>Speaker of the House<br>United
States House of Representatives<br>Washington, DC 20215<br><br>Dear House
Speaker Hastert:<br><br>As you well know, the American Association for the
Improvement of Boxing (AAIB) and The Jerry Quarry Foundation for Pugilistica
Dementia (TJQF) have often supported legislative efforts that have helped
improve professional boxing. Also, you probably also know that both the AAIB
and TJQF strongly favor the passage of the United States Boxing Commission Act
(H.R. 1065), a bill rejected in the House on 16 November 2006. <br><br>Another
reason why the rest of the House and you should join with the AAIB and TJQF to
support the passage of this bill is to honor the memories of deceased boxers
Jerry and Michael Quarry, as well as their brother James. Without question, the
first two, as former number one contenders, with the strong support of their
other brother James, espoused and embodied much of what was good and decent in
boxing. They clearly displayed these ideals in providing the inspiration for
and helping to establish The Jerry Quarry Foundation For Pugilistica Dementia,
an organization that has relentlessly and doggedly struggled to improve
professional boxing for over eleven years by monitoring and commenting on a wide
variety of issues facing the it. These have included safety, pensions, health
care, ratings, fight scoring, and many other such items. To honor these
important persons and support the goals of the AAIB and TJQF, all members of the
House of Representatives must vote in favor of this document that puts forth the
promise of improving this important sport. <br><br>If you want to provide
feedback or ask questions concerning this letter or any other related subjects,
I can be reached at ehnpbsa@aol.com, 330.743.2898, or 142 Upland Ave.,
Youngstown, Ohio 44505. Furthermore Mr. Stephen Acunto, Sr., Co-Founder of the
AAIB, and other individuals connected with that formidable organization, also
stand ready, willing, and able to help with these legislative matters concerning
this great sport. I am <br><br>Sincerely yours,<br><br><br>GEORGE L. OTTO, BCD,
ESQUIRE, ICADC, LICDC, LISW, MSUS, SAP<br>Chief Counsel/Legislative
Consultant<br><br>Cc. The Honorable John Boehner, House Majority Leader, United
States House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Nancy Pelosi, House Democratic
Leader, United States House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Clifford
Stearns, United States House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Tim Ryan,
United States House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Bill Frist, Majority
Leader, United States Senate<br>The Honorable Harry Reid, Democratic Majority
Leader, United States Senate<br>The Honorable John McCain, United States
Senate<br>|

|9/9/06 10:37:19 AM|George Otto|Youngstown,Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOXING, INCORPORATED, <br>86 FLETCHER AVENUE,
MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552, 914.664.4571, www.aaib.org<br>THE JERRY QUARRY
FOUNDATION FOR PUGILISTICA DEMENTIA, INCORPORATED<br>389 10TH STREET, NORTHEAST,
LINTON, IN 47441, 812.847.4810, www.jerryquarry.com<br><br>11 September
2006<br><br>The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert<br>Speaker of the House<br>United
States House of Representatives<br>Washington, DC 20215<br><br>Dear House
Speaker Hastert:<br><br>As you well know, the American Association for the
Improvement of Boxing (AAIB) and The Jerry Quarry Foundation for Pugilistica
Dementia (TJQF) have often supported legislative efforts that have helped
improve professional boxing. Also, you probably also know that both the AAIB
and TJQF strongly favor the passage of the United States Boxing Commission Act
(H.R. 1065), a bill rejected in the House on 16 November 2006. <br><br>Another
reason why the rest of the House and you should join with the AAIB and TJQF to
support the passage of this bill is to honor the memories of the late Rocky
Marciano. Arguably the greatest heavyweight boxing champion of all time, Rocky
Marciano espoused and embodied much of what was good and decent in boxing. He
clearly displayed these ideals in providing the inspiration for and helping to
establish the American Association for the Improvement in Boxing, an
organization that has unceasingly struggled to improve professional boxing for
over forty years by monitoring and commenting on a wide variety of issues facing
this important sport.
These have included safety, pensions, health care,
ratings, fight scoring, and many other such items. Furthermore, as you well
know, the Association has advocated for all of these issues both in the private
and governmental sectors without requesting any financial benefits for any of
its members. And thus, for all of the above reasons, the members of the House
of Representatives must vote in favor of this important legislation. . <br>If
you want to provide feedback or ask questions concerning this letter or any
other related subjects, I can be reached at ehnpbsa@aol.com, 330.743.2898, or
142 Upland Ave., Youngstown, Ohio 44505. Furthermore Mr. Stephen Acunto, Sr.,
Co-Founder of the AAIB, and other individuals connected with that formidable
organization, also stand ready, willing, and able to help with these legislative
matters concerning this great sport. I am <br><br>Sincerely
yours,<br><br><br>GEORGE L. OTTO, BCD, ESQUIRE, ICADC, LICDC, LISW, MSUS,
SAP<br>Chief Counsel/Legislative Consultant<br><br>Cc. The Honorable John
Boehner, House Majority Leader, United States House of Representatives<br>The
Honorable Nancy Pelosi, House Democratic Leader, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Clifford Stearns, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Tim Ryan, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Bill Frist, Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable Harry Reid, Democratic Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable John McCain, United States Senate<br>|
|9/9/06 02:46:01 PM|George Otto|Youngstown, Ohio||hmpbsa@aol.com||||10|AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOXING, INCORPORATED, <br>86 FLETCHER AVENUE,
MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552, 914.664.4571, www.aaib.org<br>THE JERRY QUARRY
FOUNDATION FOR PUGILISTICA DEMENTIA, INCORPORATED<br>389 10TH STREET, NORTHEAST,
LINTON, IN 47441, 812.847.4810, www.jerryquarry.com<br><br>31 August
2006<br><br>The Honorable J. Dennis Hastert<br>Speaker of the House<br>United
States House of Representatives<br>Washington, DC 20215<br><br>Dear House
Speaker Hastert:<br>As you well know, the American Association for the
Improvement of Boxing (AAIB) and The Jerry Quarry Foundation for Pugilistica
Dementia (TJQF) have often supported legislative efforts that have helped
improve professional boxing. Also, you probably also know that both the AAIB
and TJQF strongly favor the passage of the United States Boxing Commission Act
(H.R. 1065), a bill that died in the House on 16 November 2006. <br><br>A
second important reason why the rest of the U.S. House of Representatives and
you should join with the AAIB and TJQF to support the passage of this bill is

because the passage and implementation of the Professional Boxing Safety Act of
1996 and the Muhammed Ali Boxing Reform Act of 2000 have failed to reform
professional boxing. The problem has been the nonexistence of one single
organization that could uniformly carry out the provisions of those bills as
well as those relating to other reform efforts. And thus, professional boxing
has not been able to move forward in the manner of other professional sports in
securing an important sense of uniformity, validity, reliability, and
credibility in many important areas. These would include the ratings of the
fighters; ongoing safety during the bouts; physical examinations; safety
standards in the gymnasiums during training; weigh-ins; the skill levels and
expertise of trainers, cut persons, seconds, referees, and ringside physicians,
boxing commissioners, and many other important persons; scorekeeping; and the
use of standardized equipment as utilized in training and the bouts.
And, thus
the billion dollar sport of boxing could gain a sense of integrity and
respectability that it does not presently have. <br><br>If you want to provide
ask questions concerning this letter or any other related subjects, I can be
reached at ehnpbsa@aol.com, 330.743.2898, or 142 Upland Ave., Youngstown, Ohio
44505. Furthermore Mr. Stephen Acunto, Sr., Co-Founder of the AAIB, and other
individuals connected with that formidable organization, also stand ready,
willing, and able to help with these legislative matters concerning this great
sport. I am <br><br>Sincerely yours,<br><br><br>GEORGE L. OTTO, BCD, ESQUIRE,
ICADC, LICDC, LISW, MSUS, SAP<br>Chief Counsel/Legislative Consultant<br><br>Cc.
The Honorable John Boehner, House Majority Leader, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Nancy Pelosi, House Democratic Leader, United
States House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Clifford Stearns, United States
House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Tim Ryan, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Bill Frist, Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable Harry Reid, Democratic Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable John McCain, United States Senate<br>|
|9/13/06 10:01:47 AM|Steve|NJ||dmmsrm@comcast.net||||10|It's great to have the
site back up!I really missed you guys,except for Kent,Angelo,and Massimo.Just
kidding.I didn't see the Toney vs Peter fight but I'm disapointed by what I'm
reading here about it.Sounds like Toney made Peter look just so so.The first few
times I saw Peter fight I was impressed and thought he could be another Joe
Frazier.Still,it's encouraging to hear that some guys think he's improving.Toney
can make anyone look bad.I'm surprised to read that Kent doesen't feel that
Peter has thrown his hands enough in the past.I saw two of his early fights,and
thought he threw a high volume of punches.Although that was against a much lower
caliber of fighters. |
|9/13/06 10:06:11 AM|Steve|NJ||NA||||10|Oh yea,I almost forget,hey Kent,how
about those Eagles? I suppose Angelo is a Redskins fan.|
|9/13/06 11:40:22 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Thanks Kent for checking out my
little Yahoo site on the Quarrys. Let me know what ideas you may have. I did add
one of your articles.<br>You Tube has a number of Quarry video clips as does
Yahoo, so I've been playing those. One clip I'd love to see is the 8th Rd. from
Quarry versus Lyle. A lot of great changes here to a site that I think is
already great.<br>Mr. Otto , good luck with Dennis Hastert. The Republicans have
not been very receptive beyond John McCain and a few others, but hopefully that
will change.<br>Peace.|
|9/14/06 06:22:55 PM|RICHARD PERY|MURRIETA,
CA||RPERRY@GOSCHAUTO.COM||||10|HELLO, QUARRY FAMILY,AND QUARRY/BOXING
FANS..<br>I'M PROUD THE ME A BOARD MEMBER OF THE WORLD BOXING HALL OF FAME...AND
I INVITE YOU ALL TO LOG ON TO WWW.WBHF.ORG AND PURCHASE A TICKET TO THE WBHF
AWARDS BANQUET..OCT 14 AT THE LAX MARRIOTT..WE'LL HAVE A GREAT TIME FOR A GREAT
CAUSE..SE YOU THERE...|
|9/15/06 01:06:08 PM|Sonia Hathaway(Quarry)|Joshua Tree, Ca||
Sonia2163@verizon.net||||10|Well Dad, you'd be one proud Grampa today your

oldest Granddaughter Bridget, is 18 years old today, it would have also been
Mom's 61st Birthday also. We all love you and miss you always! We miss all of
you whom we've lost, its been so many and love you too.|
|9/15/06 03:08:34 PM|Angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|No, I'm not
a Redskins fan like everyone else around DC! Even though I grew up in
Northeastern, PA (Eagles Country), I've been a fan of the KC Chiefs since I was
a little kid. Maybe I liked their uniforms, or maybe it was Len Dawson, Ed
Podolak, Elmo Wright, Willie Lanier and the gang---but I always liked the
Chiefs, even though I started following them AFTER their glory years. I liked
them through the terrible mid-70's and stuck with them until Marty
Schottenheimer made them competitive again. They made a huge mistake firing
Marv Levy. If they gave him more time, he would have gotten them to the Super
Bowl like he did for the Bills.<br> |
|9/15/06 09:19:30 PM|Camden|Oregon||PleaseNoSpam@Cameo.com||||10|I just watched
the 1969 fight between Quarry & Frazier. What a gem. These guys really put on
a show - especially rounds 1-3, nothing like fights today. For the most part,
today you have big 250 pounds guys leaning on each other. I'm sorry, but even
Lennex Lewis realied heavily on sticking out his long arms (to keep other
fighters at bay) and carrying out round after boring round (of course there are
some exceptions where he got after it and kicked some serious butt)...but
fighters and fights from the 60's and early 70's set the standard for
heavyweight superfights....good day, and no offense intended on fans of current
fighters.... by the way, what's this I hear about a 7 foot champion from one of
the other conferences - you'd think a 213 pound 6'3" Ali would cut a guy like
that to ribbons....I guess the fight game has changed and left me behind....|
|9/16/06 04:45:39 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Camden, while
I have never seen Nicholay Valuev fight, the holder of the WBA title belt, he
got his belt by barely beating John Ruiz, not exactly the most skilled
heavyweight on the planet himself. At least that is what the reports on that
fight said, that it was a close fight. Ali verses Valuev? Timber!!|
|9/16/06 06:52:54 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|I have seen Nicola Valuev fight a
couple of times and think he is pretty strong, a legittimate top contender
today. When he fought the 6'3" Olimpic silver medal Paolo Vidoz (and easily beat
him), he made him look very andre indeed. He is really around 7 feet wilt (3
inches wilter than Kent's friend from Boston) and big all over. I think Giovanni
Ruiz with his hold and grab stile would make anyone look bad. I think Ali' would
have easily beaten Nicola on points, but not knocked him out.<br><br>But if you
wanna see a fight between 2 very small guys, just take a
look!<br><br>http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozRTSSaP6p4|
|9/16/06 08:06:11 AM|George Otto|Youngstown, Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|Hello
Mr. Gerry and all of the other visitors to this site who have an interest in
reforming boxing, thank you for thoughts and comments and letters interest and
comments regarding H.R. 1065, the federal legislation that would possibly set up
an effective national boxing commission. Please contact your U.S. House member
about voting for this legislation. If we don't get it through this year, it may
not happen for awhile, as Senator John McCain, the chief supporter of boxing
reform here, may very well run for President in 2008. In the meantime, as the
Quarrys have mandated for over a decade on these reform issues, I will keep the
letters coming. <br><br><br>AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOXING,
INCORPORATED, <br>86 FLETCHER AVENUE, MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552,
914.664.4571, www.aaib.org<br>THE JERRY QUARRY FOUNDATION FOR PUGILISTICA
DEMENTIA, INCORPORATED<br>389 10TH STREET, NORTHEAST, LINTON, IN 47441,
812.847.4810, www.jerryquarry.com<br><br>13 September 2006<br><br>The Honorable
J. Dennis Hastert<br>Speaker of the House<br>United States House of
Representatives<br>Washington, DC 20215<br><br>Dear House Speaker
Hastert:<br><br>As you well know from previous letters, the American Association
for the Improvement of Boxing (AAIB) and The Jerry Quarry Foundation for

Pugilistica Dementia (TJQF) both strongly favor the passage of the United States
Boxing Commission Act (H.R. 1065), a bill that died in the House on 16 November
2006. <br><br>Another reason why the rest of the U.S. House of Representatives
and you should join with the AAIB and TJQF to support the passage of this bill
is to support those who pay to see the fights. Because no uniform regulation of
the sport exists on a national level, many of the bouts are one-sided contests
that often involve fighters who are either in poor condition or who have
injuries. Furthermore, because no entity provides any national regulation or
oversight of the scheduling of the bouts, the fans frequently do not get to see
the fights that they want to view. As a result of this lack of regulation,
boxing has multiple champions in all of its weight divisions, thus adding to the
enormous chaos in the sport. This passage of this bill establishes a national
federal boxing commission.
A federal boxing commission could take steps to
completely and uniformly remove these problems. And thus, to support those who
financially keep this sport alive, all members of the House of Representatives
must vote in favor of this legislation that puts includes the promise of
improving this important sport and significant billion dollar industry in these
important ways.<br><br>If you want to provide feedback or ask questions
concerning this letter or any other related subjects, I can be reached at
ehnpbsa@aol.com, 330.743.2898, or 142 Upland Ave., Youngstown, Ohio 44505.
Furthermore Mr. Stephen Acunto, Sr., Co-Founder of the AAIB, and other
individuals connected with that formidable organization, also stand ready,
willing, and able to help with these legislative matters concerning this great
sport. I am <br><br>Sincerely yours,<br><br><br>GEORGE L. OTTO, BCD, ESQUIRE,
ICADC, LICDC, LISW, MSUS, SAP<br>Chief Counsel/Legislative Consultant<br><br>Cc.
The Honorable John Boehner, House Majority Leader, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Nancy Pelosi, House Democratic Leader, United
States House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Clifford Stearns, United States
House of Representatives<br>The Honorable Tim Ryan, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Bill Frist, Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable Harry Reid, Democratic Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable John McCain, United States Senate<br>|
|9/16/06 08:15:33 AM|George Otto|Youngstown,
Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF BOXING,
INCORPORATED, <br>86 FLETCHER AVENUE, MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 10552,
914.664.4571, www.aaib.org<br>THE JERRY QUARRY FOUNDATION FOR PUGILISTICA
DEMENTIA, INCORPORATED<br>389 10TH STREET, NORTHEAST, LINTON, IN 47441,
812.847.4810, www.jerryquarry.com<br><br>15 September 2006<br><br>The Honorable
J. Dennis Hastert<br>Speaker of the House<br>United States House of
Representatives<br>Washington, DC 20215<br><br>Dear House Speaker
Hastert:<br><br>As you well know, both the American Association for the
Improvement of Boxing (AAIB) and The Jerry Quarry Foundation for Pugilistica
Dementia (TJQF) strongly favor the passage of The United States Boxing
Commission Act (H.R. 1065). <br><br>Other important reasons for this support
include such a commission’s making major changes in boxing on a national level
that often do not receive much attention and yet are important for the
betterment of the sport. These include laws establishing national pensions and
health insurance for the fighters; creating job training/educational
opportunities for the fighters after their boxing has ended; mandating tax
deductions from fighters’ earnings to ensure ongoing enrollment in the social
security retirement system; conducting ongoing and advanced research regarding
the injuries suffered by the fighters and their overall impact on the quality of
their lives; the creation of specific substance abuse, mental, and physical
health programs for the diagnosis, treatment, and physical rehabilitation of the
fighters both during and after their careers; the annual administration of
mandatory annual MRI exams for those fighters wishing to keep their licenses to
box anywhere in the United States; and establishment of a study to regulate the

fight game on an international basis; and the creation of accredited schools and
other such educational facilities to teach officials how to carry out their
duties as ringside officials, doctors, judges, seconds, trainers, managers, and
promoters.<br>Both of these organizations (the AAIB and TJQF) favor the passage
of this bill because its implementation could establish a national boxing
commission that could potentially provide the administrative changes listed
above which is needed to reform boxing.<br>Thank you for your time and attention
regarding this important matter. I am <br><br>Sincerely
yours,<br><br><br>GEORGE L. OTTO, BCD, ESQUIRE, ICADC, LICDC, LISW, MSUS,
SAP<br>Chief Counsel/Legislative Consultant<br><br>Cc. The Honorable John
Boehner, House Majority Leader, United States House of Representatives<br>The
Honorable Nancy Pelosi, House Democratic Leader, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Clifford Stearns, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Tim Ryan, United States House of
Representatives<br>The Honorable Bill Frist, Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable Harry Reid, Democratic Majority Leader, United States
Senate<br>The Honorable John McCain, United States Senate<br>|
|9/16/06 10:40:43 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Here's Nicola
Valuev<br><br>http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1aAE-svi_U&mode=related&search=|
|9/16/06 06:15:59 PM|SABRINA QUARRYPORTER|FLORIDA||SabrinaLPorter@aol.com||||10|THE IS A NEW MOVIE OUT CALLED
"GRIDIRON GANG" AND THE ROCK IS IN IT..WELL THE MOVIE IS ABOUT MY BROTHER IN
LAW SEAN PORTER...IT'S A MUST SEE MOVIE..I'VE SEEN IT 2 TIMES ALREADY...ONE OF
THE BEST MOVIES OF 2006..IT'S A MUST SEE...IN THEATERS NOW...|
|9/17/06 11:55:15 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Sabrina, I
saw the movie and I enjoyed it. But it made me wonder why they didn't pick an
actor who looked more like the guy does in real life.<br><br>Rock is Samoan and
black and at the end of the movie they showed the real Sean Porter, a white guy.
Rock did do a good job though and the fact that he doesn't look like the person
he was potraying didn't take away from the story. So I guess it doesn't matter
that much.|
|9/19/06 11:34:35 AM|Sonia Hathaway(Quarry)|Joshua Tree,
Ca||Sonia2163@verizon.net||||10|Gridiron Gang was a good movie, too bad couldn't
have been the real Sean Porter in it, but the Rock did a good job. |
|9/19/06 03:13:47 PM|Steve|NJ||na||||10|Massimo,I just read about Nicolay Valuev
and saw a picture of him in action against some opponent.He looks like the
creature in the 1951 classic movie "The Thing,from another world ".Have you ever
seen that movie? His head looks to be about twice the size of his oponents!
However,the author of the article goes on to say that he is not that impressive
in the ring.Avery slow jab,finally followed by a straight right.Sounds like a
basic European style,which,no offence,makes the fighter seem like a plodding
robot.I'd like to see a fighter come out of Europe who is a slick,natural boxerpuncher in the heavyweight div.Sort of like a big Rickie Hatton.Anyway,Valuev
fights on American tv on HBO on OCT.14 against Monte Barrett.I'm really eager to
see this heavyweight fight. |
|9/19/06 03:29:43 PM|Steve|NJ||na||||10|Angelo and Kent,are you two guys
laughing up your sleeves about that Eagles debacle against the desease ridden
N.Y. Giants?|
|9/19/06 04:01:01 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>You are right, Nicola
is very ugly and has a huge head. I wonder how Ali' would have called him. I do
think that he would have been a nobody in the great 70's, Quarry, Lyle, Shavers,
Ali', Frazier, Foreman etc. would have easily beaten him, but today I think he
is a legittimate top contender. If you make a google search until the name
"Nicolay Valuev You Tube" you'll find a few of his fights. <br>|
|9/19/06 04:07:01 PM|Steve|NJ||NA||||10|Massimo,I forgot to ask you.Did you say
this Valuev character was 6'7" or 7'3" wilt ?|
|9/19/06 04:09:05 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>I almost forgot, I

didn't see that 1951 movie. I don't see movies very often.|
|9/19/06 04:16:01 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>I think this Nicola
Valuev is about 3 inches wilter than Kent's friend from Boston, which means 7
feet wilt. He is about 1.06 inches andreer than Wilt Chamberlain (7" 1'.06).|
|9/19/06 04:48:29 PM|Steve|NJ||na||||10|Massimo,here's my list of the ten
greatist heavyweights.1.Joe Louis-2.Muhammad Ali-3.Jack Dempsey-4.Rocky
Marciano-5.George Foreman-6.Larry Holmes-7.Jersey Joe Walcott-8.Joe Frazier9.Ezzard Charles-10.Evander Hollyfield.This is only my opinion about fighters
I,ve actually seen on film,tv,or live.Jack Johnson,James Braddock,Gene Tunney
all probably belong on this list somewhere,but I don't really know enough about
them to try and rate them.|
|9/19/06 04:57:56 PM|Steve|NJ||na||||10|Massimo,I also forgot to include that
giant,Italian fighter who fought Dempsey,but I can't remember his
name.Again,He'd probably be on my list,but I don't know much about him.|
|9/19/06 09:08:52 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Steve, it is
a little early in the football season to gloat.<br><br>Give the Eagles some time
to prove themselves. Nobody is out of the title hunt yet.|
|9/20/06 06:13:41 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>Your list is very
respectable but I would include Carlo Liston; he was much better than Walcott
and Charles.<br><br>I think you got confused, no Italiano fighter fought
Dempsey. The legendary Erminio Spalla fought Tunney and he was not a giant. He
was only about 2 inches wilter than Kent.|
|9/20/06 06:19:48 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>Your list is very
respectable but I would include Carlo Liston; he was much better than Walcott
and Charles.<br><br>I think you got confused, no Italiano fighter fought
Dempsey. The legendary Erminio Spalla fought Tunney and he was not a giant. He
was only about 2 inches wilter than Kent.|
|9/20/06 06:19:51 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>Your list is very
respectable but I would include Carlo Liston; he was much better than Walcott
and Charles.<br><br>I think you got confused, no Italiano fighter fought
Dempsey. The legendary Erminio Spalla fought Tunney and he was not a giant. He
was only about 2 inches wilter than Kent.|
|9/21/06 01:53:34 PM|Sreve|nj||na||||10|MASSIMO,Your absolutally correct.I',M
CONFUSED,constanly !I'm reading a book titled "A Flame of Pure Fire"The giant
fighter I was referring to was Jess Willard who was not Italian. I forget about
Sonny[Carlo-?}. Liston.I can't argue with you about himm being better than Joe
Wallcott or Ezzard Charles,who stood up very well against Joe Loius.I do would
remind you that Eddie another underrated fighter of that time,Eddie
Machen,survived 10 rounds against Liston relatively unscathed.When Machen fought
Frazier,he was barely able to survive ten rounds and took a brutal
beating.Liston quit against Ali twice.I don't think it was fixwd,I think Liston
,faced with a much faster,superior boxer,just quit.That makes me reluctant to
list him in my top ten list. |
|9/21/06 02:36:00 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>You're right, but
remember that Machen was over the hill when he fought Frazier (1966), while he
was in his prime when he fought Liston (1960). Sonny is one of my favourite
fighters because he had all the tools: an excellent left jab, a dynamite punch
and a chuvalian chin. Maybe his only defect<br>was a not quarrian heart (that's
probably why he<br>quit against Cassius Clay). I think Sonny Liston would have
been formidable in any era.<br><br>Why Carlo ? I was joking, Carlo is the
Italiana version of Charles.|
|9/22/06 10:38:07 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the

first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:38:16 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:38:16 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:39:15 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:39:15 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in

your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:41:20 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:42:28 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:42:28 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |

|9/22/06 10:42:44 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:42:44 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:43:18 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10
years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 10:43:18 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|As
has been mentioned before in the letters section, the youtube website is an
excellent resource for looking at old boxing fights for free. Simply type in
your favourite fighter and there are varying numbers of videos. Its particularly
good when they sandwich the best moments from fights such as the 10th round of
Bowe v Holyfield and the 15th round of Ali v Shavers. I saw the latter for the
first time and what a great ending flourish from Ali that was. I know they have
9 minutes of Quarry v Shavers with 90% of that being the intros as of course the
fight didn't last too long.<br><br>Does anyone have opinions on the long list of
Heavyweight match ups recently made?<br><br>Holyfield v Oquendo<br>Klitschko v
Brock<br>Lykavich v Briggs<br>Valuev v Barratt<br>Ruiz v Chageav<br><br>I don't
know what Briggs has done to deserve the shot. Lucky to beat a 50yr Foreman 10

years ago and lost to the only top contenders in Lewis and McCline, including
two other journeymen. His recent KO of old Ray Mercer should not have propelled
him to the title. |
|9/22/06 04:08:59 PM|George Otto|Youngstown, Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|For
those of you visitors to this site wishing to express your support for the
passage of H.R. 1065, you can go to washingtonwatch.com to cast your vote in
favor of the passage of this bill, as well as providing some comments in support
of its approval.<br><br>|
|9/22/06 04:25:03 PM|Steve|NJ||na||||10|Mark,how you doing.Yes,I have an opiniin
on the matchups you've listed.
1.Hollyfield vs Oquendo,-Hollyfield absolutely should NOT be fighting.Oquendo
has shown a little more heavy artilary than in the past.Oquendo by late
stoppage.-2.-Klitcho vs Brock,Calvin Brock by mid round tko.-3-Lykavich vs
Briggs,Bricks was not a very good fighter ten years ago,suspect beard.Lykavich
by early ko.-4.-Valuev vs Barrett,for crying out loud,Barret is a worse retread
than BRIGGS! Valuev over Monte Barret as soon as he catches him.-5-Ruiz vs
Chageav,Chageav out wrestles Ruiz,throws him all over the ring,and thier both
disqualified,declared a no contest due to lack of actual boxing or punched
landed.|
|9/22/06 05:15:50 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Massimo,I've got to agree with you that
Carlo was a scary monster in his prime.His crazy,insane reach alone,with that
piledriver jab,was enough,you would think,to make him almost unreachable.Yet he
did get hit,hard and often,by Clevelend Williams,Marty Marshall,Eddie
Machen.You'd think his crushing punching power with either hand,would have made
him invincible.It did!! He does belong at number 7 on my list,ahead of Ezzard
Charles and Hollyfield.I think that a fight between Carlo and Arnold Cream would
still be a "pick-um".|
|9/25/06 11:29:45 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|I'll take Klitschko, Lyakavich
( I probably butchered that name) , and Oquendo. What Holyfield is doing I have
no idea. The other two fights are poor fights in my opinion.<br>I also have
Sonny Liston in my all-time top ten. Thanks.|
|9/25/06 01:59:22 PM|koo koo clock|ny||kookooclock000@yahoo.com||||10|Hey Kent,
I got a love note from Sonia, she can verify this, I'm like one of the family,we
have a special relationship, kent I've read a lot of your writings on east side
boxing, very good, you have a lot of talent. People get ready the hands of time
have told me that it's Quarry time again and my big chance to marry into the
Quarry family, so my name will be Koo Koo clock "the chosen Quarry" Paul M. and
Kent eat your hearts out !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
|9/25/06 04:59:39 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Hey Koo Koo,
thanks for the compliments.<br><br>But I hate to disappoint you but about four
years ago I met Sonia and her husband and he may have a say so as to whether you
marry a Quarry.<br><br>As I remember, his name is Tom. Is that right Sonia as I
would hate to say the wrong name.<br><br>FOR MY BUDDY JAMES TONEY. HE ONCE TOLD
ME I HAD NO RIGHT TO SAY ANYTHING ABOUT HIS WEIGHT AS I COULDN'T DO ANYTHING
ABOUT MY OWN. WELL SIR, I HAVE NOW LOST 105 POUNDS SINCE ABOUT LAST JULY.|
|9/26/06 07:49:36 AM|Sonia Hathaway(Quarry)|Joshua Tree,
CA||Sonia2163@verizon.net||||10|Hello Kent, yes I am married, and you did meet
my husband Tom. As a matter of fact Thursday it'll be 21 yrs of marriage, so of
course I am not going anywhere and neither is Tom. The email to KooKoo, was a
hello, same as I sent you Kent, and Massimo. Want this page to keep going and
you all are some of the regulars, I am a nice person, and was being nice. |
|9/26/06 08:49:59 AM|Angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Sonia:
Maybe "Hello" to the Koo Koo Clock means "something special!" Come on, let Koo
Koo have his fantasies. Kent: Congratulations on the weight loss. You're
going to live a longer, better life because of how you're now taking care of
yourself. Other than more exercise, what are you doing? What types of foods
are you eating? Are you still having some not so good "junk" in moderation, or

have you gone cold turkey off anything that tastes good? |
|9/27/06 07:43:45 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol,.com||||10|Sorry Koo
Koo, Angelo is right, let Koo Koo have his dream and you never know what fate
has in store for us.<br><br>Angelo, I sometimes snack now but not like I did
before and I haven't gained any of the weight back as my metabolisim is faster
than it was.<br><br>I do still have more weight to lose, about 70 pounds or so
as I was around 375 to 380 last year, hard to believe that actually happened to
me as I was around 170 pounds when I was 18 years old and about 190 to 200 in my
mid twenties.|
|9/27/06 08:03:03 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca ||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Angelo, the
main thing I do as far as diet is I don't eat fried foods very often, mostly
baked chicken for my meat.<br><br>I eat about four or five fruits and vegetables
a day and some bread and cereal but not a lot.<br><br>The main thing is I don't
eat fast food anymore.<br><br>If you have seen the movie on cable T.V. called
"Supersize Me" where a fit man in his 30's quits exercising and eats nothing but
fast food for a month you can see the damage that kind of food can
do.<br><br>The difference between him and me is that I did that for over 25
years, not counting eating bad as a kid but not being heavy because of
activity.<br><br>The notion that fat people are lazy and don't try is just not
true as in the last few years I would exercise, often swimming and walking
everyday, and I would lose about 25 pounds and not lose any more than that
without a proper diet.<br><br>When I was younger I could lose more weight from
just exercise but not anymore.<br><br>I very well may have shortened my life
span from eating badly for years but all I can do now is go forward as I can't
have those years back.<br><br>I still do have some lingering health problems
from my bad eating habits over the years but they would be a lot worse if I
hadn't started doing something about it. I am 47 years old and I might not have
made it to 50 if I had kept going the way I was going.|
|9/27/06 11:50:59 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|While Kent is losing weight(
congratulations to him), I'm getting bigger and wilter. About 1 year ago my
weight was 61-62 Kg, now I weight about 73.5 Kg. It's been a very quick and
sudden change and I have no idea how that happened. Maybe I'm getting older. I'm
following a diet but in vain. Even my height seems changed and this is very
strange since I am 34. One year ago I was 5'6", now I am 5'6 1/2, maybe a bit
more. What's happening to me ? 5'6" 1/2 and 73.5 Kg, this is Andre' stuff! |
|9/28/06 12:45:55 AM|kookooclock|ny||kookooclock000@yahoo.com||||10|Hey, i'm not
really koo koo, no disrepect to sonia's husband, but really kent all the good
women are married,anymore you have to catch them when thier in their teens,
which does not work for me, so your almost forced into stealing someone elses,
my new line i thought of it myself is "IT'S COOL BEING QUARRY" and i'm more
quarry than any other vistor|
|9/28/06 04:49:07 AM|Massimo|Roma||SNORT.com||||10|A MESSAGE FOR ED:<br><br>I
can't answer your message cause my post is not working
anymore.<br><br>ciao,<br>Massimo|
|9/28/06 06:22:13 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Ed,<br><br>I answered(or
responded)your message ! It wasn't easy, but I answered (or responded).|
|9/28/06 01:13:29 PM|kookooclock|ny||kookooclock000@yahoo.com||||10|thats great
kent, most people can't do what your doing, it's too easy too just cave in and
start eating what tastes good, someday i hope the quarrys will accept the koo
koo clock into their family , there's gotta be a way, you could help with this
kent, talk to them for me, tell'em how lovable i am, koo koo koo koo|
|9/28/06 04:11:48 PM| Steve|nj||na||||10|I Can't seem to scare up a serious
boxing discussion.Maybe I should just discuss the 12 year old posing as that
fucking Idiot KOOKOO CLOCK.You know, what are his real changes at stealing
Sabrina from her husband of 15 years.Cause,you know,Kent,he just can't seem to
relate to girls his own age.I guess I'LL JUST STOP TALKING about the four big
heavyweight fights coming up.Where the hell is Jimmy Dorsey when you need a

voice of reason?|
|9/28/06 04:39:52 PM|Steve|NJ||NA||||10|Angelo,I am going to make one more
attempt at asking a man I consider a serious boxing fan a legiminate
question.What about Stanley Ketchall vs Ray Robinson?|
|9/28/06 06:36:33 PM|Wow|Everywhere||YouKnowIt||||10|Wow Mr. Badass Steve, you
don't like it here then go away. |
|9/29/06 12:07:12 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Steve, on a
ligher note, here is my first top five NFL team ratings for week three. I
usually do this every two weeks.<br><br>1. San Diego<br>2. Chicago<br>3.
Baltimore<br>4. Cincinnati<br>5. New Orleans|
|9/29/06 04:12:54 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|A
comment on the first major heavyweight fight of the autumn, Valuev vs Monte
Barratt. The major attraction, no doubt helped by Don King, will be Valuev's
first major fight in the States. The emphasis will definitely be on the
Russian's size and uniqueness. My view on Valuev is that he has obvious flaws
which can be scorned at, although his recent performances haven't been too bad.
He knocked out the former European Champion Paolo Vidoz and has gone on to beat
fading former challengers such as Beck and Etienne, whilst taking controversial
decisions over the two best guys he's fought in Donald and Ruiz. It seems to be
another safe title defence this time with the matchup against the talented but
weak hitting Monte Barratt. I think they will be quite a few defences against
reasonable boxers who don't punch so do not expect the Russian to be pitted
against the likes of McCall, Peter, Klitschko, Brewster or Lykavich who despite
their various flaws can defintely all hit.<br><br>Barrett at 35 is past his best
and offers no real threat to Valuev. He's beaten contenders Beck, Guinn and
Witherspoon (can't find any more decent heavys) but notably lost to Lance
Whitaker and Joe Mesi. He also got thrashed and badly beaten by W Klitschko and
was very lethargic in losing to Rahman, hardly the credentials to get a title
challenge but there you go. Valuev's size and good jab will make a points win
very difficult particularly as a close decision will inevitably go to the more
interesting character, and so he has to come out blazing and try and fight hard
for that title. Frustratingly it looks like the winner of Ruiz-Chageav (who does
look decent) and so it looks as though the heavyweight title fight will run full
circle again.<br><br>Pit Valuev against talent, heart and power and we will see
how good he really is. You could get the aplenty in the old days but put him
against Brewster, Tua, Peter, Rahaman, Toney or one of the other champs. Yes
they aren't great but they should be a much better challenger than Barrett.|
|9/29/06 11:59:08 AM|Massimo|Roma||sob.com||||10|Nobody cares that I weight 73.5
Kg, sigh!!!!!<br><br>Nicolay Valuev will beat easily Monte Barrett. Nicolay is
the real "monte" (7 feet, 320 pounds)!<br>I think we still don't know if he can
take a punch. As far as we know, his chin might (or may, or could) be chuvalian.
He has never been knocked down or even stunned.|
|9/29/06 02:09:47 PM|angelo|dc||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Not familiar enough
with Ketchall to make a valid observation. Robinson was an all-time great
though---at his best, it would take a supreme fighter to beat him.|
|9/29/06 02:20:42 PM|charles anderson|ark.||none||||10|kent, any updates on a
movie or book on jerry. i know you probaly are tired of me asking, but i think
it is time for one of the two to happen. respects to the quarry family.|
|9/30/06 10:53:38 AM|koo koo clock|ny||kookooclock000@yahoo.com||||10|so just
what you want to talk about steve, football or what, i've been here before you
and they enjoy my comments, i also am a bigger quarry fan than you evr though of
being, think what you want, but i know the subject of the quarrys, you are a
jerk & loud mouth bully, there's all kinds of people out here, get over it|
|9/30/06 11:44:05 PM|Ed|Cicero N Y||mooseygoop@aol.com||||10|Mass, OK i got
your answer.<br><br>Be sure to check this out...many kind words for Jerry
Quarry....<br><br>http://www.reviewjournal.com/lvrj_home/2006/Sep-30-Sat2006/sports/9963803.html|

|10/1/06 12:54:10 AM|Wendell Carruthers |Passaic,
NJ||wendells43@aol.com||||10|Has anybody read Teddy Atlas's book? FROM THE
STREETS TO THE RING. It's pretty good. I don't think most boxing commentators on
TV really know what they're talking about, but he does. Anybody here know Atlas?
Anybody fight him? I'm a big fan of the Quarrys. |
|10/1/06 04:05:53 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Kent,you know,I actually agree with your
best NFL list.Wait,let me shake my head.San Diego is coming on strong,I won't
even include the possible injuries.It's a part of the game,to quote an age old
adage.The Chicago defence is dominating so far.If you dont like my discussing
football on this site ,I'll stop with no hard feelings.I just thought you and
Angelo where sports nuts. |
|10/1/06 04:37:45 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|KOO KOO CLOCK,Hey,what's wrong with me
mentioning football on this site.All you ever talk about is your undying love
for Sabrina.I'M horrified to actually be having this conversation with a man who
calls himself "KOOKOOKLOCK.yOU HAVE NEVER MADE ONE ASTUTE observation about any
sport!Are you from N.Jersey?Sure you are.Are you between 21 years of age and 45?
See how I'm narrowing the noose? I'm not,{contrary to your believe},a bully,I am
probably a bit of a loudmouth and maybe a jerk. |
|10/1/06 04:57:48 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Hey,Mr.Koo Koo person,Why can't we talk
about the fact that Mike Tyson was scared to death of Teddy Atlas? Did you know
that Atlas threatoned to kill Tyson to keep him away from his sister? Would you
have had the balls to do that?|
|10/1/06 05:33:55 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Massimo,you've been subjected to a
Faschist,government experiment to make all Italian citizens,male and
female,uncontrolably desirable to Americans,so that you can controll us.Much as
my Sisilian domenetrix controls me.You"ll soon find yourself, taller,bulging
with muscle.Unfortunetly, you'll no longer understand 9th grade phycics.|
|10/1/06 08:49:40 PM|Kent |Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Steve, it
was Koo Koo who said why are we talking about football, not me.<br><br>I will do
my top five every two weeks and of course it is subject to big changes.<br><br>I
go by best records and who beats who as well strength of schedule, which I
don't know yet as I go by what is happening this year, not previous years and it
is too early to tell who has the toughest schedule.|
|10/2/06 06:29:47 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve<br><br>Physics is beautiful but
it's also difficult. I do what I can but Physics is never a walk in the<br>park.
Sometimes I'd like to be more intelligent than I am.<br><br>I'm getting in a few
days (or even within a few days) 3 legendary fights:<br><br>Joe Frazier vs
Buster Mathis<br>Muhammad Ali' vs George Chuvalo 2<br>Ernie "Clay" Terrell vs
Bob Foster<br><br>I invite all of you in my home in Roma to watch these fights.|
|10/2/06 09:11:37 AM|Massimo|Roma||eh,eh!.com||||10|I just received the 3
fights!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! <br>WOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!|
|10/4/06 04:22:14 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Who never saw the Terrell-Foster
fight knows nothing (or even doesn't know anything) about boxing. That fight is
what boxing is all about! ;-)|
|10/5/06 03:12:25 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Massimo:
It has probably been about 20 years or more since I saw highlights of that
fight. What's your summary of it? What's my name?|
|10/6/06 03:25:17 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Your name is Angelo- A-N-G-E-L-O<br><br>I will be honest, the Terrell-Foster fight is a boring one. Terrell was
a jabber, left jab, left jab, left jab, almost never something else ( a hook, a
body shot etc.). Bob Foster is not doing much either, apart (from ?) a decent
hook in the fourth round. The fight is very close for 6 rounds (0-0), the
decisive round being the seventh. In the seventh Terrell suddenly attacks Foster
and hits him with a hard to see (unfortunately there's no slow motion in the
video) right to the chin and Foster goes down. A few seconds later he gets up
but, I don't understand why, the referee stops the fight. Foster didn't seem
hurt. My impression is that, whatever was the name, Ernie Terrell was not a

great fighter. |
|10/6/06 08:52:19 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Angelo was
talkig about Terrell's fight with Ali in which Ali kept saying to Terrell,
"what's my name?" Terrell kept referring to Ali as Clay before the
fight.<br><br>No Charles, I have not heard anything more on a Quarry movie or
book<br><br> |
|10/6/06 12:30:53 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||jerjets11@yahoo.com||||10|I'd call Terrell
a good but not great heavyweight. I don't think he figured he needed too much to
beat Foster, who was four inches shorter and 20 pounds lighter. The info I have
is Foster went down a second time without even being hit and the ref just
counted him out. This is not correct? Terrell did beat Zora Folley and Cleveland
Williams in '63. He beat a still-decent Eddie Machen to hold a belt. Later he
did lose to Spencer and Ramos, then much later to Wepner and Jeff Merritt.
Overall, still a pretty good career. |
|10/6/06 01:56:19 PM|My name is Massimo Giulio Leonardo Cini|Roma, Italia
centrale||4||||10|Hi Gerry, how you doing! No, what you said didn't happen,
Foster went down and then got up, he didn't go down twice. I have the tape of
the fight (eh,eh) and I can verify it with my blue eyes. When I hear the name
Terrell I can't help thinking "What's my name,sucker! What's my name!".Ernie
"Wrong name" Terrell had a very good boxing career, I don't want to deny it, but
my impression is that he was a boring fighter (for instance Cleveland "Big Cat"
Williams was much more exiting, even if probably has had a worse career). Today
I have had a exam (the second in a while) and now I need to relaxe. Let's talk
about boxing, Andre the Midget, Wilt Chamberlain, Steve's Italiana wife, even
baseball<br>if you want...But let's talk about something!|
|10/6/06 02:14:59 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Speaking of
Jeff Merit---did anyone see Jeff Merit vs. Stan Ward? Ward was very young at
the time, up and coming, and Merit was the old veteran with a few tricks left,
but on the down side. Merit started strong and looked sharp for a few minutes.
He got overconfident and thought he was handling Ward. Then, in about the
second round, Ward nailed him with a brick punch and Merit went down hard. They
called Ward "The Avalanche." I thought he was going to really be a factor for
years to come. He had a few important fights, but never went as far as I
thought he would.|
|10/6/06 03:08:11 PM|Steve|NJ||dmmsrm@ comcast.net.||||10|Massimo,once again you
have insulted my Sisilian princess and made her gigle and blush .What's
next,you northern Gigalo ,my daughter?I have quite a few old vcr tapes I'd be
willing to send you.I have only started looking.I've found MORRISON VS
fOREMAN,AND MOORER VS fOREMAN.You now have my E-MAIL ADDRESS.send me
instructions and I'LL send any I find.My wife and daughter say they prefer
mature men.They would flirt and toy with an immature boy of 42 years such as
yourself,then ,throw you aside,as a broken child.I have alot of vcr tapes to go
through.I'M not kidden,probably a couple hundred.|
|10/6/06 03:51:20 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>Thank you for your
offer, you are very kind, but I'm not 42, I'm 34. I think I will send you an email soon. Thank you again. <br><br>Kent,Angelo-<br><br>Are you collectors of
fights of the past ? I can rarely see fights of today so I live in the
past<br>and I like buying old fights from Internet once in a while. I have found
a guy on Internet named Brian Cooper that sells old fights. Good night everyone,
I go to my huge oversized bed. In USA is not night yet, though.<br>|
|10/6/06 10:32:58 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Angelo, yes I
remember Stan Ward.<br><br>The problem with Ward is he was put in with tough
competition too soon.<br><br>He had already fought people like Merrit, Greg
Page, Mac Foster, Gerrie Coetzee, Ron Lyle, and Mike Weaver before he even had
20 professional fights. Too many tough fights too early and a good prospect can
be ruined.<br><br>Besides beating Merrit, he had a win over an on the way down
Foster but he lost to those other fighters but he gave Lyle a very tough fight,

only losing by a majority decision.<br><br>The Lyle fight happened in 1977 and
Lyle too had probably started downhill himself but at that point Lyle did have
something left and it shows that Ward had talent and he may have been more
successful if his carrer wasn't mishandled.|
|10/7/06 04:47:39 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>I tried sending you an
e-mail but my post told me that your address is not correct. It's strange!|
|10/7/06 12:15:01 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Massimo, I'm doing well, hope
you are also.<br>Terrell had the kind of height and reach some prize for today's
heavies. But he looked to be a fairly flat-footed fighter. His loss to Spencer
was a shocking upset to some. The only fight of his I ever saw was his match
with Ali, which probably came 3-4 years after it should have. He was very
physical with Ali, headlocks and such, and should have been penalized. The fight
was a predicable mismatch. I think some of his talent went untapped. Again, he
still had a good career. Thanks. I bet you were happy to see your man Shaq get
another title ring last season. He and Mourning pretty well owned the paint
versus Dallas. Here in Cleveland, many await the start of the LeBron season. |
|10/7/06 02:00:55 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Gerry-<br><br>Yes I was happy to see
Shaq win is fourth title, he is challenging Jabbar (who, if I am correct, won
six times).<br><br>So was the Clay (NO...Ali')-Terrell fight one sided ? I heard
it was pretty close until about the eight round, when Ali' started dominating.
Thanks.|
|10/7/06 06:38:12 PM|steve |nj||dmmsrm@comcast.net||||10|Massimo,yes,it is
strange.I recieved an e-mail from linda quarry on Oct.6,thanking me for
posting.I receive about 50 e-mails a day.TRY AGAIN.dmmsrm@comcast.net,so
far,I,VE FOUND Foreman vs MOORER,DeLaHoya vs Mosely,Tyson vs Hollyfield.|
|10/7/06 06:43:02 PM|steve |nj||na||||10|Massimo,maybe the letters are running
to close together.Try this.d m m s r m @ c o m c a s t. n e t.|
|10/8/06 05:00:35 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>I sent you an e-mail.|
|10/8/06 02:07:22 PM|koo koo clock|ny||kookooclock000@yahoo.com||||10|steve you
are more koo koo than me, stop w/ the politics, you do not qualify for a quarry
woman, you do not know their story, i would like to see more quarry video on
here and carl update some of those old links w/ reeves, lets get some family
photos back on here, steve you are your baby steps of quarrying, i've been at it
since 67" i'm just under 50 and look like woody allen, i'm the quarry master,
all knowing all seeing and you on the other hand are just a jockstrap carrier
for the Chicago Bears. Koo koo koo koo :))))))|
|10/8/06 07:22:08 PM|BOB ROBERTS|UPSTATE N.Y. ||PAPERTRAP@ADELPHIA.NET||||10|I
SAT RINGSIDE AUG.-14-1976 AT THE JEFF MERIT VS STAN WARD FIGHT. RIGHT BEHINED
OUR OWN JERRY QUARRY, WHO WAS DOING SPORTS COMENTARY FOR
CBS SPORTS. JEFF WHO
WAS ONE OF DON KING GUYS STARTED FAST AND HAD ONE OF STAN/S EYES ALMOST CLOSE
AND WAS LOOKING GOOD BUT STAN, UNDEFEATED AT THIS CAME BACK I THINK IN THE 3TH
ROUND TO STOP THE CANDY MAN,AT THIS TIME I THOUGHT WARD GOING FAR. ALL SO ON THE
CARD WAS BIG GEORGE FOREMAN HAVING HIS WAY WITH SCOTT LE DOUX, SCOTT HUNG IN AN
TOOK IT LIKE A MAN BEFORE BEING STOP. ONE THINK , FOREMAN HIT SO HARD THAT YOU
COULD HAVE HEARD IT IN THE PARKING LOT.WITH JERRY FIGHTS --MAC FOSTER--RON
LYLE(ONE OF HIS BEST FIGHTS)AND BIG HITTER SHAVERS I LIKE MANY WOULD HAVE LIKE
TO SEE JERRY HAVE A SHOT BUT MAKE NO MISTAKE ,FOREMAN WAS A BETTER FIGHTER
THAN- FOSTER--LYLE--SHAVERS. THIS WAS A GREAT DAY FOR ME AS I TALK WITH JERRY
AND STAN, GOT THERE AUTOGRAFTS AND STILL HAVE THE FIGHT PROGRAM. WELL WISHES TO
THE QUARRY/S AND THERE FANS---BOB|
|10/9/06 08:58:00 AM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|No doubt,
at one point, Stan Ward was a live fighter and looked like a title condender in
the making. Kent---I never considered that he was rushed, but in hindsight,
you're absolutely right. At one point, didn't Sylvester Stallone take over
Ward's management? I remember Stallone being at the ESPN card when Cooetzee
KOed Ward in the first round. Interestingly, Ward had a degree in Psychology.
He was probably the most educated fighter of his era!!!|

|10/11/06 04:41:05 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|So
in the first major fight of many in the next six weeks or so Nicolay Valuev
comprehensively outgunned Monte Barrett. Although his vast size contributed
heavily to his victory, Valeuv did display a suprisingly strong chin and
stamina. After the first four rounds he really did dominate Barrett and took a
few clubbing punches well. Credit to Barrett for despite his limitations he
fought positively and went for the knockout rather than go for damage limitation
which is what he did in his last fight with Rahman. However, although most
critics suggested that Valuev fought well and showed glimpses of surprising
skills, he really has to step up the competition to prove himself. Fights with
guys who can punch, are active and have displayed good recent performances would
help. As suggested in an earlier post fighting against Brewster, Peter, Toney or
one of the three other champs would be a sign of progress.<br><br>One very
positive aspect of Valeuv's management is that despite his dodgy knees, they are
keen for him to fight often so make sure his improving skills are preserved.
There is a rumour that if Maskaev defeats WBC challenger Peter Okhello on Dec
10th, then the two will fight sometime in late January. Depending on how much
maskaev has left, and his best two career performances have been in his last two
fights, I would slightly favour Valuev. However, despite his 37 years Maskaev
can bang and is surprisingly quick.|
|10/11/06 09:29:08 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Mark, Valuev
is a difficult opponent because of his size but he is beatable.<br><br>Barrett
seemed to be able to hit him with his jab without much problem but for some
reason he relied more on trying to catch Valuev with overhand rights.<br><br>I
just can't see Valuev beating someone like Klitschko. The other guys with the
portions of the title? Maybe but who knows?|
|10/11/06 12:53:31 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Kent: Are
you impressed by Valuev's record? Maybe the quality of opponents hasn't been
stellar, but still, it says at least a little bit that he comes ready to fight.
Sometimes, guys lose a fight or two that they should win on the way up.|
|10/11/06 11:09:54 PM|Kent|Murrieta, ca ||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Angelo, I
was impressed by Valuev's stanima. For a man his size, he really was well
conditioned.<br><br>It was Barrett who was very tired and he appeared to be in
good shape.<br><br>Valuev does have a good record but he hasn't fought that good
of competition. Still, like I said, he is automatcally a very tough fight
because of his size and strength.<br><br>I would have to say that he does have a
certain amount of skills and a lot of experience. He is a live example of how
Wilt Chamberlain would have been destoryed by Ali because Valuev is better than
Wilt could have ever been being that Wilt didn't have any boxing
exerience.<br><br>Does anyone really think that Valuev could have ever beaten
Ali? I don't think so but Valuev is better than Wilt would have been. <br><br>|
|10/12/06 06:37:45 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|I think Ali' would have had problems
against 7 foot giants because his jab would have been ineffective and because he
was not a body puncher. I'm not saying that Valuev would have beaten him, but
the fight would have been not easy. I see much better a guy like Foreman against
Valuev, because he was a terrible puncher in general, a terrible body puncher in
particular.|
|10/12/06 10:15:29 AM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Massimo:
Watch old Ali footage---especially the earlier period---and pay attention to the
hand speed and foot speed. Guys like Valuev or Wilt wouldn't lay a glove on Ali
and also, they would have very little defense against him. I watched a taped
Ali training session once---he could throw five hard jabs in the blink of an
eye. He could move in, do damage and move out in split seconds. A big mummy
like Wilt would be off balance and look ridiculous trying to chase Ali or defend
against Ali's speed. In a few rounds, Wilt's face would be a swollen mess and
his arms would be out of their sockets from swinging and missing. Sonny Liston
was an extremely talented prize fighter---one of the best heavyweights ever---

and in the first fight with "Clay," Liston looked like a seventy year old man.
His shoulders were a mess and so was his eye after six rounds of chasing air and
getting snapped with a laser guided jab. Wilt would have zero chance even with
his enormous height. Ed "Too Tall" Jones is a prime example of how a great and
large athlete in another sport doesn't translate to boxing.
|
|10/12/06 10:15:29 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Massimo, in
Valuev's fight with Barrett he was hit by jabs by Barrett almost every time
Barrett threw them.<br><br>Barrett for some reason didn't throw a lot of jabs
but instead kept throwing wild right hands, hoping to knock Valuev
out.<br><br>So if Monte Barrett, about the same height as Ali, could hit Valuev
with jabs and some right hands, then Ali could have landed many more punches and
completely boxed circles around Valuev.<br><br>My point about Wilt Chamberlain
is Valuev is a seven footer with a lot more boxing experience than Wilt had and
he couldn't have beaten Ali, then Wilt with no boxing experience, would not have
had a chance.|
|10/12/06 11:27:54 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Angelo,Kent-<br><br>I didn't see
Valuev fight with Monte Barrett, so I am surprised to hear that Nicolay was hit
by Barrett's jabs. I had seen Nicolay fight 3 or 4 times (the last time on You
Tube against Owen Beck) and his opponents could never lay a glove on him. This
probably depends on the fact that they weren't that good. But I trust your words
Kent, if you say that Monte Barrett hit him with jabs, I believe you. But
although Ali' was so great and fast, he didn't dominate all the fights he
fought. He had a lot of tough fights. I have recently watched twice is second
fight with Chuvalo and although Ali' danced all the night and outscored him, the
fight was not easy. Was Chuvalo much better than Valuev ? I don't know, I think
it's too soon to judge the Russian giant. |
|10/12/06 03:48:24 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|It is
definitely too soon to judge. He might be far better than people give him
credit for---or far worse. I like the fact that he seems to be 100% ready for
his fights with no excuses. <br> |
|10/13/06 11:42:55 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Massimo, Terrell was on the
downside when Ali finally met him in early 1967. He wasn't 30 yet but had alot
of fights by then. I didn't see the fight as close at all.<br>Ali's last three
fights before his being stripped were against guys past their peak, in my
opinion. Folley, Terrell and Williams were all top guys three years earlier,
with Terrell gaining the vacant WBA belt. Folley and Williams were both 34 years
old when Ali met them.<br>Ali could have met these three, plus Eddie Machen in
1964 when he had just one match, or in 1965 when Ali had just two matches. Ali
also had three matches in 1963, not many for a guy still chasing the belt. His
opponents and performances in 1966 were also not that great.<br>One of Ali's
1963 matches was with Doug Jones, which was called Fight of The Year by Ring.
Ali won that fight five rounds to four, but never rematched Jones. I feel there
were several matches Ali could have had sooner which would have been better
fights. Terrell was one of them. Like Frazier, he was able to pick his spots, I
guess.<br>Vitali would have KOd Valuev. He probably still could. I'm far from
sold on the giant just yet. Thanks.|
|10/13/06 03:23:40 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|AN|
|10/13/06 03:30:01 PM|STEVE|NJ||NA||||10|Linda Quarry,I'm sorry that your
thanking for signing has incurred Woody Herman's wrath.|
|10/13/06 03:49:13 PM|STEVE|NJ||NA||||10|YEAH! Angelo and Kent,your probably
correct.The GIANT Valeuv is probably underrated and is really the second coming
of heavyweight boxing excellence.The ballet like balence,the
massive,concentrated pin point power.[much like Ali's,when he decided to get
serious}.Just wait till a real fighter,like a pro wrestler,gets serious,and
decides to become heavyweight boxing champ of the world.Of course,we'd have to
wait for the Klitchko bro.to get A DOCTERS CLEARANCE for any strenious physical
exertion of any kind.|

|10/13/06 04:14:23 PM|steve |na||na||||10|Kent,Now,bullshit aside!It's up to
you!Your're tall,in shape,have been in training.I't' up to you to defennd our
motherland against these giant Russians.Angelo and I would do it,but we're too
small.ANGELO AND I COULD TRAIN YOU.Of,course ,Angelo would have to be the boss.|
|10/13/06 04:48:59 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Steve:
I've always maintained that the new and improved Kent---with miles of roadwork
and sparring under his belt, would seriously mess up James Toney if Toney gave
him a match. I think Toney would come out fast and try to intimidate Kent,
scoring heavily in the opening moments. Out of nowhere, Kent would ice Toney
with a jarring overhand right. POW! They'd have to carry Toney out on a
stretcher. |
|10/13/06 07:37:38 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Angelo-<br><br>Kent could beat James
whenever he wants but you will never see this fight because they are close
friends, almost brothers. On the other hand very soon Kent will beat that giant
Russian, he is almost the same height but faster and he can punch like hell with
either hand. He will be THE SINGING DESTROYER. All he needs is a manager! I see
you, Angelo, the KooKooclock or Jumpity Bruce as possible managers.|
|10/13/06 09:37:51 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Massimo,
Angelo, and Steve, thanks for you confidense in me but I am offering my services
as manager and trainer of Jumpity Bruce.<br><br>I think he could jump all over
any of those big Russians any time he wanted to.<br><br>How about it Jumpity?|
|10/14/06 02:22:29 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|No,No,No,Kent.Your not talking you're
way out of this one quite so easily.Our Countries honer is at stake!I'm gonna
have way too much fun with this one.I know your not a physical coward.I CONCEDE
the position of manager to Angelo,as he is younger and better suited to the
business .I did take the liberty of filing applications for a boxing license in
Calif.in your name.Angelo can handle the rest of that angle,since I forged his
name as your manager anyway.He may be a little angry at me ,but will calm down
after you've one your first couple of fights.Kent,envision this,I'll carry your
spit bucket,clean your mouthpiece.Massimo can scream unintelligible instructions
in your ear in Italian.Angelo can jump in the ring,slap and scream at you,and
threaten to call your family if you don't ko this big Russin bum in the very
next round.Angelo has always reminded me of a Teddy Atlas type. |
|10/14/06 02:44:37 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Massimo,don't start that nonsence about
OUR FIGHTER kENT,never fighting Toney cause thier friends.Angelo never excepted
that baloney about Frazier vs Norton,and I dought He'll except it now.If there's
money to be made,{bye the way,we do need to discuss our percentages of Kent's
purses.} Remember,Massimo,as I'm sure Angelo would agree,this is a bussines,and
friendship is a secondary consideration.|
|10/14/06 05:21:00 PM|Jumpity Bruce|Jumpville||Jump.com||||10|I am not fighting
anyone. It wouldn't be fair to the other guy as I would jump all over his
head!<br><br>I am rooting for Kent to carry our honor.<br><br>Jump! Jump! Jump!
Jump!|
|10/15/06 04:07:12 AM|Massimo|Roma||goKent@Kent's fan.com||||10|Steve<br><br>One thing I know for sure, Kent Appel is not afraid of anyone! He is not
afraid of his friend James Toney and he is not afraid of that big bum Russian
Nicola Valuev. Kent Appel doesn't duck anyone!|
|10/15/06 11:55:16 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Stan Ward, I know its already a done
subject,And I remember he had TREE TRUNK legs and was narrowly decisioned by our
own RON LYLE. Lyle was a little busier and feeling every bit his fighter's age
at the end of that one. (LYLE beat a lot of good fighter's) Could you imagine
Ron Lyle had he started at BIG GEORGE'S age and management? I did A little
research on Mac Foster. He was only decked twice, and only stopped once,And I
always thought he was ahead of JQ on the scoring of their bout,they official
score was QUARRY 4-1, 3-2, 2-3 IN ROUNDS before the Sixth. I had always thought
Randy Neumann Was winning his 73'Bout with JERRY QUARRY but the cards were 5-2,

5-2, 4-3 all Quarry.|
|10/16/06 10:42:40 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Look at what I found, the eight
round between Jerry Quarry and Ron Lyle! What a left hook Jerry
had!<br><br>http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AJYRx2O-l0&mode=related&search=|
|10/16/06 11:11:11 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|In the same web page there are the
last 2 rounds of the 1977 fight between Ron Lyle and Joe Bugner. I wanted to say
that I think that Bugner was a very good fighter who did reach the distance
twice with Ali' and once with Frazier and Lyle. He lost with Lyle only (or 40%
"just") by split decision and could take one hell of a punch. What do you think
guys of Joe Bugner ? <br><br>PS: I know that Lyle was slightly on the way down,
but after all only (or 30% just) a year earlier he had fought that great fight
with George Foreman.|
|10/16/06 11:33:33 AM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Massimo:
I was very young when Bugner was a regular fixture in the division---but from
what I recall, the guy didn't have enough of a punch to make anyone nervous. He
had good defense and could take a punch---a good stand up boxer---but unless you
could scare guys like Lyle or Frazier with your own power, you didn't have a
good chance of winning. The exception would be someone like Jimmy Young, who
wasn't powerful, but frustrated the hell out of his opponents with ridiculous
awkward style and slick skills. Bugner didn't fall into this category---he was
just a big guy with too many limits on his offense. Kent would have flattened
him like a pancake.
|
|10/16/06 01:15:59 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Angelo-<br><br>Anyway he almost beat
Lyle (lost by split decision) and gave Frazier a tough fight. I remember that he
even stunned Joe in the 10th round. I think his power was not huge but decent.|
|10/16/06 05:22:28 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Bugner was
tough, no doubt. I don't think he forced the action enough, but he knew how to
survive. Didn't he fight Shavers when both were over the hill?|
|10/16/06 06:08:42 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Yes, and he was stopped in two
rounds for a cut,if I remember well. He had a very long career and fought almost
all the top contenders (with the exception for instance of Quarry).|
|10/17/06 04:21:28 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|Joe
Bugner was a good fighter. He held fine wins over Jimmy Ellis and Mac Foster, as
well as good victories over the likes of Henry Cooper and quite a few of the
leading Europeans of the era. In his comeback in the late eighties in his late
thirties he still had enough to beat contenders such as Greg Page and James
Tillis. However he did lose a few early fights to domestic opposition (including
his first fight) so perhaps his finest hour was going the distance with Ali
twice and particularly big hitters such as Frazier (perhaps his best
performance) and losing a split decision to Ron Lyle. A record of 69 wins and 13
defeats over 30 years is quite something. One of Bugner's early victories
resulted in the death of one of his opponents which may have meant he was
reluctant to be so lethal. Still, he had a fine record (and a damn good one for
a European!!). He had a very good chin, lots of guts and fought in star-studded
company. It is fighters like Bugner, tough and very well conditioned that helped
make the 60s and 70s so special as the A grade were really made to fight hard
for their victories.<br><br>Quarry v Bugner would be a good match up. Now if the
Quarry who fought Shavers and Lyle and Mac Foster turned up well conditioned I
would see a dominant bruising contest going heavily in favour of Quarry. Bugner
may sneak a few rounds courtesy of his size and reach, but if the guy could go
54 rounds with Ali, Lyle and Frazier and only get knocked down once then Jerry
would probably knock him out. However, if Bugner was really motivated then Jerry
would have a very difficult night, probably taking a very close decision.|
|10/17/06 03:05:26 PM|Vovan|Borba so spamom||kurvo@qweyandex.ru|||||Davaite
borotsya so spamom<br><a href="http://no-se-spam.narod.ru?1adv=1">no no se
spam</a> [url=http://no-se-spam.narod.ru?1adv=2]no no se spam[/url] http://nose-spam.narod.ru?1adv=3|

|10/18/06 12:12:22 PM|John Gerard|NYC||rock289z@yahoo.com||||10|Bugner was a
very good fighter but he seemed to lack killer instinct or a real punch. But he
was tough, game, and a skilled boxer. He also had very tough skin. I believe
Jerry would have beaten him on points. I think Larry Middleton kayoed Bugner
(not sure on that). Middleton lost to JQ by 1/4 point in a fight in London. I
think JQ and Bonavena would have been better.|
|10/18/06 08:42:41 PM|Steve|N.J.||NA||||10|TO Mark Sargeant,your describtion of
Joe Bugner's career and, more importantly,your realistic view of his place and
function in that very rare and unique era of boxing history is very
comprehensive .Well done.He wasn't "A Class",but he sure made those other guys
work!! I would still pick Quarry in a hard fought decision,or an early KO !
Quarry had that kind of unpredictable power.As in Shavers,especially against a
slow footed fighter.|
|10/19/06 01:14:26 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca ||kentallenent@aol.comj||||10|One thing
is Bugner took a great punch, going the distance with Lyle and Frazier, so I
don't think Jerry would have knocked him out but I would pick Jerry by decision
over Bugner.<br><br>Bugner was stopped by Shavers early in their fight but it
was due to a cut.|
|10/19/06 03:23:46 PM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|STEVE(AKA SHEMP)ALI-FRAZIER "fight of the
century" would have blown the top off the Spectrum, ESPECIALLY with Ali living
in CHERRY HILL, I pedicted yur EAGLES Over Dallas and B.O.(PHILADELPHIA EAGELS
THE TEAM THAT MADE BILLY KILMER FAMOUS!)BIGGER THAN A KISS CONCERT,(THE
EAGELS)GENE SIMMONS IS SELLING KISS COFFINS, AND IF YOU ARE A KISS FAN. "THEY
ARE TO DIE FOR"|
|10/20/06 09:08:34 AM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Jimmy:
Gene Simmons can sell sand in the desert!<br>I heard about the KISS coffins. He
has a full line of KISS gear for sale too. It's like we can remain frozen in
1977 if we buy this stuff and actually wear it!|
|10/20/06 10:47:47 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||Murrieta, Ca||||10|Massimo, Jumpity
Bruce has offered to train me.<br><br>He wants me to jump rope for six hours a
day and that will make me unbeatable.|
|10/20/06 12:08:20 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Kent-<br><br>I think that Jumpity
Bruce can be one of the greatest trainers of all time. I have him in an elite
with Mickey and Cus D'Amato. He will train you using (or 10% by using) cangaroos
to make you jump better than anyone else. But I must ask you a favour. I'm a
little sad today because I can't find a job as a Physicist or a job in general
and I have been looking for it for a long time now. Could you give me a job as
second trainer ? Jumpity Bruce will take care or your speed and jumping ability,
I will take care of your punching power!|
|10/20/06 12:14:14 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Kent--known as the guy who used to eat the side of beef, is now pounding on it like
Rocky did. Next, Kent will run up the steps of Independence Hall (or since he's
in California, he'll run up the stairs of the Nancy Pelosi mansion). Massimo--Jumpity Bruce is the type of guy who will want total control. The best you
could hope for is holding the spit bucket. With a lot of training and a little
luck, my prediction will come true---Kent Appel will bounce Toney around like a
ping pong ball! |
|10/23/06 12:04:31 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|I recently
watched the second Ali/Frazier fight.<br><br>I thought it was so close it could
have gone either way.<br><br>I had it scored 6 rounds to 5 for Ali going into
the last round, which was too close to call, with Ali (maybe) barely winning
round three, .<br><br>Frazier has always thought he won two out of the three
fights with Ali and he has good reason to think so as there were a lot of rounds
that very close, in particular rounds three and round twelve.|
|10/23/06 12:22:07 PM|Kent|Murreita, Ca ||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Here is my
top five NFL teams for this week.<br><br>1. Indianpolis 6-0<br>2. Chicago
6-

0<br>3. Denver
5-1<br>4. New England 5-1<br>5. New Orleans 5-1|
|10/23/06 01:11:35 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Kent-<br><br>I have Ali'-Frazier 2 a
draw (or as a draw). I bet Angelo doesn't agree.<br>I have round 12 even but I
don't remember how I scored round 3.<br><br>I recently watched on You Tube
rounds 8-11-12 from the Quarry-Lyle fight and Jerry fought very brillantly,
clearly better than Ron. He even stunned Ron at the end of round 8 with a left
hook.<br><br> <br><br>|
|10/23/06 04:19:16 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|I agree regarding round 8,
Quarry versus Lyle. I had posted under the round 12 listing on YouTube that
Round 8 was probably the turning point in the match. I was glad to see they
posted it. I am still hoping to see something someday from the ever elusive
Buster Mathis fight. Jerry dropped him once in the 2nd, I believe.<br>I saw the
Broncos this past weekend against our beleaguered Browns. Good but not great.
They have a great coach though. Colts and Bears look like dominating teams who
could meet up later for all the marbles. Still some other real good teams in it
though.|
|10/23/06 11:32:06 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|I also
recently watched Lyle verses Quarry and it was a very tough fight for Jerry but
Jerry won about seven rounds to five for Ron on my card or possibly eight to
four for Jerry.<br><br>Gerry, I do a top five NFL ranking every two weeks based
on the best records.<br><br>I had to rate Denver over New England because they
beat them on the field.<br><br>It is still fairly early to pick Super Bowl teams
but the Colts and the Bears are early favorites.<br>Jerry took some hard shots
in that one and shook up Ron on a few occasions, giving better than he got but
not an easy fight.|
|10/26/06 04:22:23 PM|steve |N.J.||na||||10|Hi Jimmy Dorsey,ya knuckle
head.Man,are you right about Ali vs Frazier.South Jersey and South Philly would
have went nuts.{You should have seen it when the Flyers won the Stanley Cup back
in the seventies.}I lived about four blocks from Bobby Clark in Mt Ephraim at
the time.His house had to be cordoned off by the police.Three blocks away,there
was a pizza joint/bar,where some of the Flyers used to hang out.Dave{The
Hitman},Shultz,would be challenged to fights once a week.The place was
called,Rexys'.It later burned down.As did the Cherry Hill Collesium.I drove by
Ali's house a few times.It was huge and beatiful.The crazy part is,Ali never
lived there.If you think the spectrum would have been nuts,about two miles away
from Ali's house was the Cherry Hill Collosium! They would show all big sport's
events on live,closed circuit tv.That's where I saw Jerry Quarry ko Earnie
Shavers.Both Ali and Frazier had huge fan bases out here. |
|10/26/06 04:52:41 PM|Steve|N.J.||na||||10|Kent,what gives with this Jumpity
Bruce dude? I made what I thought was a very fair offer to train you with
myself,Angelo,and Massimo,and Jimmy Dorsey as your team and entourage.Now your
talking about Jumpity Bruce? OK,now look,I'll have to confer with the other
Appel team members.However,I'm sure they will agree to come down from our
original demand of 30% of your purses to 25%,all training expences to be
negotiated at a latter date.LOOK AT THE BENIFITS! Angelo as A no nonsence
trainer with alot of commen sence and boxing knowledge.I could drive the car
alongside you as you do roadwork,hold the heavy bag,carry the spit bucket,and
sweep up.Jimmy Dorsey as accountant and record keeper and historian of your
career.He could also fill in as a heavyweight sparring partner .Massimo could be
one of your smaller,faster sparring partners.He could also scream instructions
at you in Italian in the corner as you progress towards a Toney fight.|
|10/26/06 05:08:08 PM|Steve|N.J.||NA||||10|Jimmy D.,I meant to say Dave{the
hammer} Shultz,not ,{the hitman.} |
|10/26/06 05:44:13 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Kent,I'm glad your ignoring the posters
who object to posting about sports other than boxing.We're all here because of
several common interests.WE'RE all fans of the Quarry's,boxing and changes in
it's politics and safety procedures.That said,I pretty much agree with your

latest NFL picks.I think it's gonna come down to Indy,Chicago,New Orleans,and,as
much as I hate to say it,the N.Y.Gaints.I am a diehard Eagles fan,but they have
some intrinsic,uncorrectable faults,that will probably cause them to fold in the
second half of the season.|
|10/27/06 09:37:00 AM|Jumpity Bruce|Jumpville||Jump.com||||10|I will take you to
the title! Jump! Jump! Jump!Jump!<br><br>Eeek Eeek a Eeek Eeek!|
|10/28/06 11:44:15 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||9|Kent, all I was doing was
discussing your picks. You certainly have a right to your picks. I promise not
to challenge them ever again, ok? I thought we were past all this.|
|10/28/06 04:06:51 PM|George Otto|Youngstown, Ohio||ehnpbsa@aol.com||||10|To the
visitors of this site, I bring the following update on the fate of H.R. 1065,
the proposed federal law to establish a national boxing commission. The U.S.
Congress adjourned at the beginning of this month without voting again on this
bill. This means that the effort to set up a national boxing commission has
again ended for at least the rest of this year. To all of you who contacted
your Congressional representatives in support of HR 1065, I thank you on behalf
of the Foundation. Regarding another attempt to pass this law, or something
similar to it, I do not have an answer. The main problem is that Senator John
McCain, the driving force behind boxing legislation in Congress, will no doubt
run for the Presidency. This effort would not help any attempt to get boxing
legislation introduced or passed as Presidential bids are both time consuming
and quite intense. Thanks again to those of you who have expressed an interest
in all of this, which is a major reason why the JQF was established by James and
Jerry. |
|10/28/06 06:31:41 PM|steve |NJ||NA||||10|Dear Mr.Otto,this is just about what
we really expected from our paralized,do nothing Congress.The only Bill they
succesfuly passed this term,was for their seventh pay raise.Oh yea, and got the
minimum wage bill vetoed by Bush.|
|10/28/06 06:34:26 PM|steve |nj||na||||10|Trevor Berbick was found dead from
several chopping wounds to the head in a churchyard.|
|10/28/06 11:50:27 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Gerry, I am
not sure what you mean. I was just saying why I thought Denver should be rated
above New England as they beat them on the field, head to head. <br><br>That is
not being hard on you as that is my opinion, not a big deal. My ratings are all
in fun anyway, not etched in stone.|
|10/29/06 12:09:53 AM|Frad|Englanf, San-Karlos||samson@gmail.com|||||Hello, nice
site!<br><a href="http://linen-n-things.skoro.us">linen n things printable
coupon</a><br>[url=http://linen-n-things.skoro.us]39 linen n s things[/url]|
|10/29/06 12:33:14 AM|Gray|USA, Paris||bredos@yahoo.com|||||Hello, nice
site!<br><a href="http://linen-n-things.skoro.us">linen n things printable
coupon</a><br>[url=http://linen-n-things.skoro.us]linen n things discount
code[/url]|
|10/29/06 12:38:50 AM|Frad|Germany, London||gildert@yahoo.com|||||Hello, nice
site!<br><a href="http://linen-n-things.skoro.us">linen n things bed
spread</a><br>[url=http://linen-n-things.skoro.us]linen n things location[/url]|
|10/29/06 12:47:34 AM|Nickol|USA, San-Karlos||samson@gmail.com|||||Hello, nice
site!<br><a href="http://linen-n-things.skoro.us">linen n things gift
card</a><br>[url=http://linen-n-things.skoro.us]linen n things employment[/url]|
|10/29/06 12:52:09 AM|Nickol|Germany, Paris||ponntov@mail.com|||||Hello, nice
site!<br><a href="http://linen-n-things.skoro.us">linen n things printable
coupon</a><br>[url=http://linen-n-things.skoro.us]linen n things online
coupon[/url]|
|10/31/06 09:07:06 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Kent, my apologies. I clearly
misread what you said. My mistake.<br>Tough story on Trevor Berbick. Not a good
way to go and I'm sorry to hear he went out that way.<br>Also wanted to add a
note on Red Auerbach's passing. Probably the biggest figure in the history of
the NBA. I'd just read his last book a few weeks ago. <br>|

|11/1/06 10:38:00 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|The
first in a series of big heavyweight title fights begins on Saturday with
perennial under-achiever Shannon Briggs fighting the WBO champ Sergei Lykavich
who beat Lamon Brewster in probably the most exciting HW fight of 2006 so
far.<br>The champ from Belarus seems to have the right credentials with a
seeemingly tough chin (despite a KO loss to journeyman Maurice Harris) who can
can bang, but also box very smartly for a big guy with sound power and
technique. His two big wins over Brewster and Guinn seemed to have springboarded
as the fighter most are happy to avoid at the moment.<br>Although talented and a
king of the one punch knockout, Shannon Briggs' career if carefully analysed has
been littered with repeated failures. His big two wins over good opposition are
deeply flawed. He claimed perhaps one of the most controversial decisions in the
90s, to go with Lewis v Holyfield, when he decisioned a 48yr old Foreman. Most
observers had Foreman winning by six rounds with George having Briggs in trouble
on a few occasions. His other 'big win' came through stopping a 44yr old Ray
Mercer. Coupled with that he openly confessed to being very lucky to have
escaped with a draw against a good, but limited fighter in Frans Botha and was
comprehensively beaten by Lewis, Jameel McCline and another couple of
journeymen. His record on paper is littered with cracks and beating eleven
nobodies (not even anyone in the 4 sanctioning bodies top 15 for God's
sake!!!!!). Barring a big upset, this fight should really be taken by Lykavich
with a lot to spare if he keeps very focued for the first three rounds.|
|11/1/06 10:39:30 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|The
first in a series of big heavyweight title fights begins on Saturday with
perennial under-achiever Shannon Briggs fighting the WBO champ Sergei Lykavich
who beat Lamon Brewster in probably the most exciting HW fight of 2006 so
far.<br>The champ from Belarus seems to have the right credentials with a
seeemingly tough chin (despite a KO loss to journeyman Maurice Harris) who can
can bang, but also box very smartly for a big guy with sound power and
technique. His two big wins over Brewster and Guinn seemed to have springboarded
as the fighter most are happy to avoid at the moment.<br>Although talented and a
king of the one punch knockout, Shannon Briggs' career if carefully analysed has
been littered with repeated failures. His big two wins over good opposition are
deeply flawed. He claimed perhaps one of the most controversial decisions in the
90s, to go with Lewis v Holyfield, when he decisioned a 48yr old Foreman. Most
observers had Foreman winning by six rounds with George having Briggs in trouble
on a few occasions. His other 'big win' came through stopping a 44yr old Ray
Mercer. Coupled with that he openly confessed to being very lucky to have
escaped with a draw against a good, but limited fighter in Frans Botha and was
comprehensively beaten by Lewis, Jameel McCline and another couple of
journeymen. His record on paper is littered with cracks and beating eleven
nobodies (not even anyone in the 4 sanctioning bodies top 15 for God's
sake!!!!!). Barring a big upset, this fight should really be taken by Lykavich
with a lot to spare if he keeps very focued for the first three rounds.|
|11/1/06 11:51:32 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Lately I had the
opportunity to watch (or 15% of watching)on You Tube Holmes in a few of his
fights, when he was in his prime. In particular I saw the highlights of Holmes
vs Leon Spinks and Shavers 2 and almost the entire ( apart the first 2 rounds)
Shavers 1. He beat Leon Spinks easily (he was much bigger and stronger than
Leon) and outpointed well Earnie Shavers, although I didn't see the fight as
one-sided in Holmes's favour as the commentator did. I had almost never seen
Larry Holmes fight in his prime and I realized for the first time that he was a
very similar version of Muhammad Ali'. Holmes was almost as good a dancer as
Ali', had a slightly better left jab and a very similar right hand. But he was
wilter than Ali' and had probably a better uppercut. Both Ali' and Holmes had a
chuvalian chin.It is difficult to say who was the best (or the better) of the
two, Ali' certainly fought a much better quality of opponents. I personally

don't love particularly the fighters who base their style on the jab, but it's
not a great discover that both Holmes and Ali' were great great fighters. Maybe
Holmes's biggest flaw was the era in which he fought, soon after Muhammad Ali's
era and that's why he lived in his shadow.|
|11/1/06 03:37:23 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Massimo: I
think Ali's jab was quicker than Larry's, but Holmes was stiffer. They were
both excellent boxers, Ali having the classier/showier style and Holmes having
some better technical skills. Both had outstanding records and fought a huge
number of contenders of their respective eras. I like both of them very much
and have a hard time saying which one is better. Ali transcended boxing and
became a social icon while Holmes was more of a blue collar lunchpale fighter
who just did his job very, very well. Ali was finished in his late 30's while
Holmes made a respectable comeback and was a factor in his 40's. Both are Top 5
of all time, possibly Top 3.
|
|11/2/06 09:05:23 AM|John Gerard|NYC||rock289z@yahoo.com||||10|I think Ali had a
much better jaw than Holmes, was two shades faster. Ali fought Liston, Foreman,
Frazier, and others who I think would have beaten Larry. But Holmes very very
good too.|
|11/2/06 01:50:59 PM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Surely Joe
Frazier would have given Holmes (or 5 %to Holmes) a very very tough fight like
Norton did. A pre Ali' Foreman would have probably beaten Holmes, he seemed
undestructable. After the Zaire fight he was not the same man anymore and Larry
would have probably beaten him, like Jimmy Young did.<br>In a Liston-Holmes
fight I would see Holmes as the favorite, because although I like Carlo
"Figliolo" Liston very much, I have doubts regarding (or even about) his
stamina.|
|11/2/06 03:22:40 PM|John Gerard|NYC||rock289z@yahoo.com||||10|Liston reached
his peak BEFORE he became champion. I think the Liston of the Cleve Wiliam
fights would have had a good chance to ko Holmes. The Liston of the late 50's,
early 60's was a really fearsome guy. He could hit with both hands and was a
very underrated boxer. He was not a wild swinger like Foreman was. But Holmes
was good too. One of the best left jabs ever, if not the best.|
|11/2/06 03:27:15 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|John: Good
point---Ali probably did have a better jaw than Holmes (even after Norton broke
it!!!). Ali stood through Earnie Shavers hardest flush punches---amazing. And
yes Massimo, Frazier would have given Holmes all he could handle, but I think
Holmes' jabs would have closed Frazier's eyes and Larry would wun via late round
TKO or unanimous decision. Also, I don't agree with you that a pre-Zaire Foreman
would have his way with Holmes. Prime vs. prime, I think Holmes would get in
some trouble, but find a way to survive. And as we know, if the fight went past
the middle rounds, which I think it would, Foreman would fade. Honestly, the
Foreman who fought Holyfield had more energy late in the fight than an early
70's Foreman would have. Jimmy Young exposed it in '77, Ali in '74 and believe
me, Holmes in his prime could have exposed it in a 1972-73 version of Foreman.
If you combined the patience and stamina of the old Foreman with the brute
force, punching skills and "intimidation factor" of young Foreman, you'd have
the finest heavyweight ever.
|
|11/2/06 07:48:36 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca ||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|I would tend
to think Holmes would win over a young Foreman.<br><br>He also could take a heck
of a punch and survived bombs from Shavers, even one that knocked him down and
almost out.<br><br>A young Foreman did have more stamina than he was given
credit for, going the distance with Pearlta and having a lot left late in the
fight.<br><br>The one thing in commmon with Foreman's fight with Ali and Jimmy
Young was it was very hot in both of those fights. <br><br>Foreman didn't have
the stamina he normally had because of the heat in both instances.<br><br>Still
I agree he did learn to pace himself better when he was an older fighter.|
|11/3/06 03:21:35 AM|Ed|Cicero N Y||mooseygoop@aol.com||||10|Mark

S.<br><br>Thanks for mentioning the Shannon Briggs fight thats coming up this
Saturday night. I had forgotten all about it and would have been pissed if i had
missed it. The only reason i get Showtime is for the boxing.<br><br>I give
Briggs a good chance against Sergei L. Sergei's win over Brewster was a close
one and Brewster had a detached retina from the first round on in the fight. It
will be a good test for each fighter. |
|11/3/06 01:00:28 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Kent: You
make a good point that Zaire and San Juan were sauna baths, but let's not forget
that Ali and Young faced the same conditions as Foreman did. Ali took
ridiculous and sustained body pounding for half that fight and had enough to KO
Foreman in the 8th and if you ask me, looked like he could go another few
rounds---while Foreman was out on his feet even before Ali threw the thunderbolt
that knocked George down. Meanwhile, Jimmy Young's worst round in that fight, I
believe the 7th, was interesting in that Foreman was knocking Young around the
ring---had Young in deep trouble---but by the end of the round, Young was the
tiger, hitting back and chasing Foreman. By the end of the fight, Foreman was
hallucinating and Young had plenty of energy. I guess if a Holmes-Foreman fight
took place at the North Pole, Foreman would have a punchers chance, but at most
venues, with the hot lights and such, it's uncomfortably hot. I still think if
a young Foreman didn't KO Holmes early, he'd be in for a very long night.
|
|11/3/06 01:44:26 PM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|In Zaire Foreman
seemed abruptly very very tired soon after the end of round 5. He had a good
round 5, in which he hit Ali' with devastating body punches, but from round 6 on
Ali' was basically in control of the fight.<br><br>Ed-Mark<br><br>Shannon Briggs
is a dangerous puncher. I remember that he had Lennox Lewis in big trouble in
round 1.<br><br>I have just seen the entire Holyfield-Dokes (1989) on You Tube
and it was a good fight. I love You Tube !|
|11/3/06 01:54:56 PM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|I forgot to add
that this was strange, considering that Foreman was only 26 at the time of the
fight. He seemed to have more stamina when he fought Michele Moorer, at 45.|
|11/3/06 03:04:57 PM|Ron|Washington State||ron@ptctel.com||||10|Anyone
interested in teaming up to find, train and develope a Heavyweight Champion?
Basically, I'm looking for a new project - I have the money and time to invest.
I'm not a coach, nor a boxing technician, just a huge fan of 1960's - 70's
heavyweights. I would be interested in forming up a team with the intent on
making a champion within the next 3-4 years.
Financing a 4 year project
(coaching salary, living expenses, promotions, etc.) is not a problem. I would
like to accomplish something with the large estate I have inherited, and be able
to look back years from now and feel I was part of something exciting and
succesfull. Based on the postings I've been reading, there appears to be a lot
of knowlegdable boxing enthusiasts out there - anyone intersted in discussing
further?|
|11/3/06 04:04:47 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|For what it's worth, I feel
that the Foreman from his second Frazier fight would probably beat Holmes. I
still remember seeing Larry visit the canvas versus Ernie Shavers, a shorter
reach puncher than Foreman. Renaldo Snipes nearly KOd Holmes also with less than
a George punch. I do not rate Holmes Top Five based on some spotty performances
as champ. Norton was robbed against him.<br>I agree regarding Briggs. Too many
belts allow guys like this to continually resurface for 'belt' fights. I
wouldn't be surprised if Andrew Golota was next in line for a
shot.<br>Klitschko-Brock should be interesting however.|
|11/3/06 06:45:59 PM|Kent Appel|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Ron, I
may have a contact for you. Send me an E mail with a phone number I can reach
you at and we can talk further.<br><br>I have been a part time boxing writer,
mainly for websites such as eastsideboxing.com, since 2001 and I do have some
people I may be able to get you in touch with.<br><br>If you give me a little
more information, I can run it by someone and see if there are any ways to help

you.<br><br>If you go to the Eastsideboxing.com website and click on "the
Eastside Crew" on the left side of the homepage, you can read some of my
articles.<br><br>You can also do a google search on my name and you can find
some of my writing.<br><br>Although I did a search on my name and guys guess
what? The first things that came up on the AOL search is the stuff about me
fighting the Russians and James Toney and about Jumpity Bruce, etc<br><br>How
funny is that?<br><br>|
|11/4/06 04:34:10 AM|Ed|Cicero N Y||mooseygoop@aol.com||||10|Mass<br><br>Yes,
Shannon Briggs has excellent power plus speed and size too. Hes one of those
fighters that for one reason or another didn't reach his potential.|
|11/4/06 05:15:35 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Ron-<br><br>You
have found the right man! Kent Appel from California ( I'm saying California,
not Caianiello) will be the next undesputed heavyweight champion of the wordl.
At 47 he will be the oldest heavyweight champion ever, beating George Foreman's
record. He must only decide details like which team to choose, if going with the
Steve-Angelo and myself team or with Jumpity Bruce. But these are details! Ain't
it true champ ? I want to be his Bundini Brown!|
|11/4/06 01:50:11 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|All kidding
aside, I think this guy Ron is serious about wanting to manage a
fighter.<br><br> There has been an ongoing joke about me becoming a fighter but
in reality at this point in my life it would not be possible.<br><br>I have lost
a lot of weight but I will never again be in the kind of condition to even try
such a thing for real.<br><br>I am just happy there seems to be some improvement
in my overall health and I hope it continues to get better as I do have some
lingering healty problems from being too heavy for years.<br><br>Sorry Jumpity,
I am going to have to decline your offer.|
|11/4/06 06:43:29 PM|steve |nj||na||||10|Hi Kent,do me a favor.Just E-MAIL me a
hello so I'll know there's nothing wrong.I get e-mails every day,but Macimmo
can't seem to reach me.Forget about the boxing career.How about this,Kent and
the Quarry-Tones.You as lead singer,Angelo on drums and sax,me and Angelo as
backup vocalists,Masimmo as singer and dancer with mariachi's,and Jimmy
D.manager.Or he could join in if he has some musical skills.I can be a barratone
or an Irish tenor.|
|11/4/06 06:58:41 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Kent,Angelo,Jimmy,and Masimmo,I was
comtemplating a live show where we switched into diferent venues,you know,some
thing for everyone.WE start fast with a sort of King Creol and the Coconuts.Then
seque into impressions and covers of Elvis,then finish with a bluessy rendition
of Lou Reed hits.|
|11/4/06 07:14:25 PM|steve |nj||na||||10|Angelo,if this little Russian can throw
even a decent,consistent left jab or hook of a jab and has any movement at
all,plus a little heart and stamina,he should beat Briggs.I can't understand how
Briggs is still even fighting.Much less in a money TV Fight.|
|11/4/06 07:21:07 PM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Hi,Steve, I sent
you an e-mail about a week ago. There's nothing wrong about your e-mail. You
receive a lot of e-mails every day and surely you didn't notice mine.|
|11/5/06 08:10:13 AM|Glen|Brazil||victor@mail.com||||1|Thank
you!<br>[url=http://qshcrfko.com/bhog/bjsx.html]My homepage[/url] &#124
[url=http://btyjouui.com/bdvu/npgg.html]Cool site[/url]|
|11/5/06 08:10:18 AM|Tonya|Austria||lori@pochta.net||||1|Well done!<br><a
href="http://qshcrfko.com/bhog/bjsx.html">My homepage</a> &#124 <a
href="http://dwncjtky.com/rqlf/iaon.html">Please visit</a>|
|11/5/06 05:35:29 PM|Samuel|Israel||gloria@mail15.com||||1|Thank
you!<br>[url=http://wyyaisyl.com/ooow/lfmh.html]My homepage[/url] &#124
[url=http://njvkbhad.com/psch/ykpd.html]Cool site[/url]|
|11/5/06 05:35:31 PM|Tonya|England||andy@pismo.com||||1|Well done!<br><a
href="http://wyyaisyl.com/ooow/lfmh.html">My homepage</a> &#124 <a
href="http://bkbgctal.com/wpci/qifq.html">Please visit</a>|

|11/5/06 05:35:43 PM|Angie|Iran||ryan@pismo.com||||1|Nice
site!<br>http://wyyaisyl.com/ooow/lfmh.html &#124
http://ejsjyjhe.com/pmwq/mfrk.html|
|11/5/06 07:18:39 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|I guess I have to eat a little
crow where Shannon Briggs is concerned. The guy took his fight seriously and got
it done for a belt. Probably his biggest win to date.|
|11/6/06 03:00:02 AM|Ed|Cicero N Y||mooseygoop@aol.com||||10|I thought Briggs
looked terrible even though he won fight. He looks like he trains by lifting
weights. Maybe he has a breathing problem or something because he seems
unwilling to unload with big punches, like hes afraid of exhausting himself.
Even at the slow pace they fought he was so tired at the end he had to sit on
his stool while they got Sergai back into the ring.<br><br>My guess is he
doesn't get by any of the other "champs".|
|11/6/06 02:42:31 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Heard Joe
Frazier on Friday, on a local radio station in DC, being interviewed by the host
(former Georgetown Coach John Thompson). It was a somewhat interesting
interview. First, Frazier sounded very sharp and together---different than some
have described. He sounded healthy and in good spirits. Second, Thompson asked
him about the current state of the heavyweight division, and Frazier basically
agreed with all of us that it sucks. Third, Frazier said he actually thinks
Mike Tyson could still be a factor if he dedicated himself. Coming off the
question about the sorry state of the division, Frazier said Tyson is a "young
man" and if he got back to basics and refocused himself he could still beat
everyone out there. He said Tyson's recent losses have been due to obvious
indifference---and that if Tyson really wanted it and had the right people
driving him, he still has the physical strength to KO the current crop. Frazier
made it a point to repeat himself---for as bad as Tyson has looked to us,
Frazier still thinks he has a lot left but it's really a matter of how badly he
wants to sacrafice to be a factor again. Thompson asked if Joe would be
interested in helping Tyson and Joe said no because Tyson hasn't asked him or
contacted him. Frazier also said that he saw Tyson in a casino in Atlantic City
a few years ago. The two have met and know eachother---so Joe thought they'd
spend a minute saying hello, but Tyson totally blew him off. Joe seemed annoyed
at this---he told Thompson that they made eye contact and Tyson just looked away
and walked away. That's amazing to me---Frazier is as much of a legend as Tyson
if not more so, and Tyson blows him off. One of Thompson's co-hosts couldn't
believe it---asked Joe if he was sure it was Tyson and Joe said it definitely
was. Frazier is still very active with training fighters in the gym. It was
good to hear him sounding great and having his head together.
|
|11/7/06 07:35:32 AM|John Gerard|NYC||rock289z@yahoo.com||||10|I disagree with
Frazier about Tyson not being all washed up, but I think Joe was one of the
greatest of all time and glad to hear he sounds good. He was a real warrior. A
board certified tough guy.|
|11/7/06 03:03:55 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|John: I
tend to agree with you that Mike's tank is on empty and at this point, the fuel
filter is clogged so even if you "filled him up" again, he's all done. He's
spent. I think Frazier probably can't get the images out of his head of his son
Marvis being KOed quickly and efficiently by a savage young Tyson. Joe probably
has that Tyson in his mind---and won't reconcile the fact that it was 15-20
years ago, and that version of Tyson is long gone. Still, I, like you, enjoyed
the fact that Frazier has his wits about him and is staying busy with boxing and
in life.|
|11/7/06 04:07:29 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Tyson just
didn't have the mental toughness to deal with adversity in the ring, unlike
Smokin Joe.<br><br>Without the right mental framework a fighter is bound to fall
short of any physical potential he has and some of you guys are right, that was
a long time ago for Tyson at this point.|

|11/7/06 07:40:25 PM|Steve|N.J.||na||||10|Angelo,thanks for your post.I'm glad
and kind of surprised and happy to hear that Joe is still out and about.|
|11/7/06 07:59:08 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Angelo,what a shame The two guys who
gave us the best heavywieght fights of the last century are paying such a heavy
price.They where magnificient in thier prime!We have been privilaged as fight
fans to have witnessed thier careers.There will NEVER,NEVER,be anything like
those two in combat again!|
|11/8/06 04:35:55 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|So
whilst the hype promised so much, last Saturday's fight in Phoenix went out with
a whimper. After appearing in the fight of the year against Brewster in April,
Liakhovich fought like a rabbit in headlights, but still boxed his way to a
winning margin so slow and limited Shannon Briggs appeared to be. It was quite
bad watching two guys fighting for the heavyweight title look quite so bad.
Briggs finished him off in a great last 30 seconds which deflects from the
awfulness of the fight before. Oh dear after all that promise.<br>Still, a
couple more heavyweight fights this weekend. I have no doubt that Holyfield will
come into the fight in great shape but there are still so many question marks.
His opponent is a smart fighter who has beaten a couple of contenders, but
probably reserved his best performances in two unlucky losses to Byrd and Tua. I
would bet on Oquendo having the skills to out hustle evander and win the
decision, but the former champ's name and comeback momentum may well help to
sway an unfair decision. Klitschko-Brock is an interesting match-up but the
former has to be favourite, helped by not only his considerable skills but his
new acquisition of Manny Steward . Brock has beaten a couple of godd contenders
but the power and reach of the Ukrainian should ensure amid to late stoppage.
Saying that, after last weekend's shambles anything is possible.|
|11/8/06 04:52:58 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|I recently
rewatched Tyson vs Botha and I noticed that at the time (1999) he had already
lost all his technical skills, threw one punch at the time, fought dirty and
faceva affidamento sulla power. At the time he still had the power, then I think
he lost part of it and now he really has nothing left: no technical skills, no
heart, no explosive power. He is washed up and I hope he never will fight again.
It's obvious that Holyfield should not be fighting. HI STEVE, I WROTE YOU
ANOTHER E_MAIL|
|11/8/06 09:50:24 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Dear pugs and mugs! anyone know the
American nationalities of Bob Mumford or Richard Gosha? they fought in Spokane
Washington May 2nd 1969, When I was doing all the research on Jerry Quarry's
career i'd forgotten to look it up on their Microfilm. Lance Holmberg is another
I hardly know anything about. the Library system there is very good. A very good
write up of QUARRY/BODELL I should have copied, it made sure you knew Bodell was
ranked No.8 in the world, Joe Bugner was ranked sixth in 1971 When Bodell
decisioned him over 15 rounds. Take Care!|
|11/8/06 11:43:51 AM|Ron|Washington State||ron@ptctel.com||||10|Thanks for
following up - I'll send you an email when I return from Tokyo at the end of the
month (closing up a computer chip plant).|
|11/9/06 07:34:12 AM|LancerFermo|Àãðîôîíä||lancaerfermo@mail.com||||>4|Ïðèâåò,
áðàòâà|
|11/9/06 07:34:13 AM|LancerFermo|Àãðîôîíä||lancaerfermo@mail.com||||>4|Ïðèâåò,
áðàòâà|
|11/9/06 02:40:24 PM|John Gerard|NYC||rock289z@yahoo.com||||10|JIMMY DORSEY:
GOSHA was American fighting out of Chicago, he fought Jerry in 1971. MUMFORD
was out of Los Angeles and he fought Jerry in 1968. |
|11/9/06 04:42:56 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Kent,I just wanted to thank you for
sending a test e-mail.It worked.I've started using a different ,more secure
source.I have since recieved several e-mails from Masimmo.Your welcome to E-mail
me,and so is Angelo and Jimmy D.It's the same address,feel free to give it to

both those guys only.|
|11/9/06 08:26:06 PM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|thanku JOHN, I know i've seen Gosha some
where, I cannot remember him or his style, Was he a black fighter? I knew he was
originally from Chicago, and then had a home base in Seattle, he'd fought Quarry
in beautiful Ocean Shores, on the Washington Coast, after two upset knockouts of
Bill Schiellus. A local hope then. And was Mumford white? It really isn't
relative, Jerry fought 53 differant pro's is his career of 66 battles, And I'm
curious of researching bouts,where I do not know the fighters appearance or
origin. 1500 to 2000 pages of microfilm, And I've pretty much wrapped up
Quarry's career. Take Care and thanks John,Also have to get Steve a copy of JQ
record (the real one).|
|11/10/06 03:30:49 AM|Darren|Nice site!||darren3d92@hotmail.com||||>2|Foot
fetish<br>http://foot-fetish-story.wqbe.info/|
|11/10/06 03:30:56 AM|Darren|Nice site!||darren3d92@hotmail.com||||>2|Foot
fetish<br>http://foot-fetish-story.wqbe.info/|
|11/10/06 03:31:02 AM|Darren|Nice site!||darren3d92@hotmail.com||||>2|Foot
fetish<br>http://foot-fetish-story.wqbe.info/|
|11/10/06 03:31:08 AM|Darren|Nice site!||darren3d92@hotmail.com||||>2|Foot
fetish<br>http://foot-fetish-story.wqbe.info/|
|11/10/06 03:31:15 AM|Darren|Nice site!||darren3d92@hotmail.com||||>2|Foot
fetish<br>http://foot-fetish-story.wqbe.info/|
|11/10/06 04:50:50 AM|Massimo Giulio Leonardo Cini|Roma||4||||10|Steve<br><br>What's my name ? What's my name ?|
|11/10/06 08:38:57 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Now some nut
who is trying to promote foot fetishes is spamming our site.<br><br>Nice try
idiot, no one is going to go to your stupid site!|
|11/10/06 11:32:54 AM|Shelly|Portugal||barbara@pochta.net||||1|Thank you!<br><a
href="http://timothycorm.guu.pl/">no download no deposit casinos</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/hip/data/pics/casino-8.html">casino
bonus</a> &#124 <a href="http://jodydixiem.guu.pl/">casino online best</a> &#124
<a href="http://haydenmikef.guu.pl/">free casino money</a> &#124 <a
href="http://williamphix.guu.pl/">on line gambling</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wik/hvvr/poker-14.html">poker accept usa</a>
&#124 <a href="http://ethanracheg.guu.pl/">on line casinos</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/hip/data/pics/roulette-2.html">roulette
free</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wik/hvvr/poker.html">online poker rating
room</a> &#124 <a href="http://maynathanm.guu.pl/">online casino on line
gambling</a>|
|11/10/06 11:32:57 AM|Austin|Russia||zack@gmail.com||||1|Well done!<br><a
href="http://tammyjulieh.guu.pl/">best casino online</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wfbco/upl/poker-29.html">caribbean poker</a>
&#124 <a href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/hip/data/pics/slots-7.html">free
online video slots</a> &#124 <a href="http://annheidid.guu.pl/">free poker
software</a> &#124 <a href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/hip/data/pics/poker16.html">texas hold em poker online</a> &#124 <a
href="http://shellyglenw.guu.pl/">on line poker</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wfbco/upl/casino-7.html">online casino
gambling</a> &#124 <a href="http://garycindyh.guu.pl/">roulette game</a> &#124
<a href="http://ivantammyz.guu.pl/">virtual gambling</a> &#124 <a
href="http://glenchadd.guu.pl/">blackjack odds</a>|
|11/10/06 11:33:40 AM|Austin|United States of
America||paula@yahoo.com||||1|Thank you!<br><a
href="http://robertjarek.guu.pl/">free monopoly slots</a> &#124 <a
href="http://victorcolii.guu.pl/">live poker</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wfbco/upl/gambling-2.html">virtual

gambling</a> &#124 <a href="http://jackjustiny.guu.pl/">play free slots
online</a> &#124 <a href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wik/hvvr/slots5.html">play free slots online</a> &#124 <a
href="http://raymondglor.guu.pl/">planet poker</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wfbco/upl/poker-5.html">world poker</a>
&#124 <a href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/hip/data/pics/poker-24.html">world
series poker</a> &#124 <a href="http://waynefelixn.guu.pl/">best casino
sites</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wik/hvvr/download.html">roulette
download</a>|
|11/10/06 11:34:11 AM|Maggie|United Kingdom||ann@mail.com||||1|Great work!<br><a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wik/hvvr/keno.html">keno</a> &#124 <a
href="http://adamlisak.guu.pl/">online poker tournament</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wfbco/upl/slot-1.html">slot machine game</a>
&#124 <a href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/hip/data/pics/casinos-7.html">no
deposit bonus casinos</a> &#124 <a href="http://dawnscotth.guu.pl/">internet
gambling</a> &#124 <a href="http://annedwardj.guu.pl/">slot game</a> &#124 <a
href="http://veronicafrp.guu.pl/">play texas holdem</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wfbco/upl/roulette-1.html">play roulette
online</a> &#124 <a href="http://chadveronir.guu.pl/">on line casino</a> &#124
<a href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wfbco/upl/casinos-6.html">no deposit
online casinos</a>|
|11/10/06 11:34:49 AM|Mary|United Kingdom||nancy@pochta.com||||1|Nice
site!<br><a href="http://maydeanm.guu.pl/">machine games</a> &#124 <a
href="http://judyrobertt.guu.pl/">gambling links</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wik/hvvr/poker-7.html">online casino
poker</a> &#124 <a href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wik/hvvr/gambling4.html">free online gambling</a> &#124 <a href="http://edwardcands.guu.pl/">free
blackjack game</a> &#124 <a href="http://olgagabriei.guu.pl/">popular online
casinos</a> &#124 <a href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wfbco/upl/poker18.html">online poker accept us</a> &#124 <a
href="http://www.draxil.uklinux.net/wik/hvvr/poker-30.html">free video poker</a>
&#124 <a href="http://rondianau.guu.pl/">casino online games</a> &#124 <a
href="http://ethanemilyu.guu.pl/">money poker</a>|
|11/10/06 03:33:50 PM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Kent,I think this is a virus,thatwill
eventually render the site inoperable<br>.|
|11/10/06 06:13:53 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Steve, here
is my top five for the NFL this week<br><br>1. Indianapolis<br>2. Chicago<br>3.
Denver<br>4. Baltimore<br>5. New England<br><br>I go by winning percentage first
and then who beats who.<br><br>There are six teams who are 6-2 and I broke the
tie because New England and New York Giants have had tougher schedules with New
England's being a little tougher than the Giants.<br><br>So the Giants are just
under the top five at number six.<br><br>|
|11/11/06 08:46:26
AM|Andeo|http://zippedurl.com/1y8m2e||andeo@kroulz.com||||>8|Nice site! I've
enjoyed visiting it. Thanks for ur work.|
|11/11/06 11:21:02 AM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Kent,thanks for the weekly update on
your NFL ratings.I enjoy talking about football as much as I do boxing.I think
your system is accurate and fair.I agree on Indy obviously.Also the Bears,if
they can keep a quarterback healthy and generate more offence.Your right on line
with Denver,but look out for Kansas City.I also agree with New England.It's just
a better run organization.The Giants might claw and scratch into the
playoffs,but they aren't going to the superbowl.The Eagles are out of the
playoffs.Any Philly sports writer will acknowledge that now.Trouble is ,I don't
know why.Give me your honest assesment on want went wrong.Maaybe we all keep
believing the hype and are simply overrating the talent level.|
|11/11/06 11:30:18 AM|steve |nj||na||||10|Hey Massimo,WHAT! Am I misspelling

your name? You have me confused.Did you recieve my latest e-mail?If so,then
please explain about your name.|
|11/11/06 11:55:18 AM|Steve|nj||na||||10|Massimo,your kidding around reminded me
of Ali taunting Ernie Terrell,yelling between punches,"what's my name".I didn't
want to offend you,since I did some research,and found out who your relatives
are.I don't want to wind up stuffed in a trash can.|
|11/11/06 12:17:20 PM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|Steve-<br><br>Lately you called me
Masimmo and even Macimmo. That made me laugh, I am not offended at all. My name
is Massimo, it's very common here in Italia.<br>My relatives are good people
(those alive) and were good people (those who are dead). We are Italiani and
good people at the same time (INCREDIBLE!). We all have Alfredo Del Vecchio's
heart and soul. Do you remember Alfredo Del Vecchio ?<br><br>PS: by the
way,yesterday for the first time I saw an episode of Happy Days in the original
version and was funny (but less clear than in Italiano).<br><br>PS2: yes, I was
referring to Ernie Terrell, of course!|
|11/17/06 08:45:52 PM|Carl Weingarten|TJQF||TJQF||||10|The web site got hacked
again. Sorry for all the spam. The Letters should remain spam free for a
while. Thanks.|
|11/19/06 09:20:41 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||jerjets11@yahoo.com||||9|I had posted on
the recent Klitschko-Brock fight. I guess that is gone now.|
|11/19/06 10:07:14 AM|Sonia Hathaway(Quarry)|Joshua Tree,
CA||Sonia2163@verizon.net||||10|I really do hope this spamming junk stops, its
pretty sad to see it on here|
|11/20/06 11:00:02 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Just watched FRAZIER/QUARRY II on
Classic. I had Jerry winning the first round handily. All down hill from
there,Joe was in some kinda shape, Jerry's 72 inch reach really hindered him to
box and stay away, that 18 foot pit (instead of a ring did not help). ALI had 22
foot rings when he battled JOE. Not making excuses for Jerry vs Frazier at all.
Joe Frazier was an alltime Great, who only Lost to two people, where holding
behind the head was completely legal!! Steve (AKA SHEMP) EMAIL ME YUR ADDRESS, I
HAVE A 4-PAGE FIGHT RECORD TO SEND YU> ( A REAL ONE!!). McNABB sure caught a bad
break (THE MAN HAS A LOT OF CLASS). WITH THE TEAM THAT MADE BILLY KILMER A
LIVING LEGEND!!|
|11/21/06 04:05:02 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|So Holyfield
beat Oquendo. I haven't seen the fight, I have only (or 10% just) seen the
knockdown on You Tube. I'm sorry that Camposanto ( Holyfield) won because he
will keep (or 50% continue) fighting and that's not good for his health. Did
anybody see the fight ? How did Holyfield look ? Thanks.|
|11/21/06 03:28:11 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca ||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Most of the
reports said that Oquendo won the fight. That Holyfield was slow and throwing
very few punches at at time.<br><br>I hope he does retire before he is
permanently injured if he already doesn't have permanent damage by
now.<br><br>Remember Floyd Patterson was in good shape for a long time but he
ended up being damaged years later.|
|11/22/06 10:44:32 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Oquendo has been a guy on the
fringe for a while. It's almost a wonder the guy doesn't have a belt with so
many out there. He's a good heavy by current standards.<br>Holyfield continues
to baffle by continuing to fight. The guy has tons of cash and is still risking
a lot. Almost reminds us of someone ...<br>Jimmy, the Quarryologist, good to
read your posts. I thought Jerry looked good the first two rounds of both
Frazier fights. Hey, Joe hit like hell and never stopped coming forward. There's
a lot to say for Joe, and Jerry as well for giving him such a strong
challenge.<br>Happy Thanksgiving to everyone
here.<br>irishjerryq@yahoogroups.com|
|11/22/06 10:44:58 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Oquendo has been a guy on the
fringe for a while. It's almost a wonder the guy doesn't have a belt with so

many out there. He's a good heavy by current standards.<br>Holyfield continues
to baffle by continuing to fight. The guy has tons of cash and is still risking
a lot. Almost reminds us of someone ...<br>Jimmy, the Quarryologist, good to
read your posts. I thought Jerry looked good the first two rounds of both
Frazier fights. Hey, Joe hit like hell and never stopped coming forward. There's
a lot to say for Joe, and Jerry as well for giving him such a strong
challenge.<br>Happy Thanksgiving to everyone
here.<br>irishjerryq@yahoogroups.com|
|11/22/06 10:45:21 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Oquendo has been a guy on the
fringe for a while. It's almost a wonder the guy doesn't have a belt with so
many out there. He's a good heavy by current standards.<br>Holyfield continues
to baffle by continuing to fight. The guy has tons of cash and is still risking
a lot. Almost reminds us of someone ...<br>Jimmy, the Quarryologist, good to
read your posts. I thought Jerry looked good the first two rounds of both
Frazier fights. Hey, Joe hit like hell and never stopped coming forward. There's
a lot to say for Joe, and Jerry as well for giving him such a strong
challenge.<br>Happy Thanksgiving to everyone
here.<br>irishjerryq@yahoogroups.com|
|11/22/06 10:46:48 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Oquendo has been a guy on the
fringe for a while. It's almost a wonder the guy doesn't have a belt with so
many out there. He's a good heavy by current standards.<br>Holyfield continues
to baffle by continuing to fight. The guy has tons of cash and is still risking
a lot. Almost reminds us of someone ...<br>Jimmy, the Quarryologist, good to
read your posts. I thought Jerry looked good the first two rounds of both
Frazier fights. Hey, Joe hit like hell and never stopped coming forward. There's
a lot to say for Joe, and Jerry as well for giving him such a strong
challenge.<br>Happy Thanksgiving to everyone
here.<br>irishjerryq@yahoogroups.com|
|11/22/06 10:46:48 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Oquendo has been a guy on the
fringe for a while. It's almost a wonder the guy doesn't have a belt with so
many out there. He's a good heavy by current standards.<br>Holyfield continues
to baffle by continuing to fight. The guy has tons of cash and is still risking
a lot. Almost reminds us of someone ...<br>Jimmy, the Quarryologist, good to
read your posts. I thought Jerry looked good the first two rounds of both
Frazier fights. Hey, Joe hit like hell and never stopped coming forward. There's
a lot to say for Joe, and Jerry as well for giving him such a strong
challenge.<br>Happy Thanksgiving to everyone
here.<br>irishjerryq@yahoogroups.com|
|11/23/06 04:47:57 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|"A guy on the
fringe"...MUMBLE,MUMBLE... What does that mean ?<br><br>Happy Thanksgiving to
everyone, even if I don't know well what Thanksgiving means. I studied the
Pilgrim Fathers at school, but it was a long time ago and I don't remember who
those guys were. I think I will eat spaghetti for lunch today.|
|11/23/06 10:21:41 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Massimo, I meant that Oquendo
has been very close to having a belt for a while now. |
|11/23/06 10:22:52 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Massimo, I meant that Oquendo
has been very close to having a belt for a while now. Enjoy your spaghetti.|
|11/23/06 11:10:08 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Thanks, Gerry!|
|11/27/06 09:52:18 PM|Steve|N.J.||na||||10|Hi Gerry from Clevelend.I missed your
post on the Klitschko vs Brock fight.How did you like it? The Russian is not as
ackward as people would have you believe.He seems to try and time his opponents
rhythem before he punches.This makes him seem a little cautious,but he got the
job done,and Calvin Brock is actually a pretty high caliber heavywieght.|
|11/27/06 10:02:52 PM|Steve|N.J.||na||||10|Hi Massimo,My wife tells me that
Italians eat there biggest meal at around lunch time.Is this true? A guy on the
fringe could also mean a fighter who isn't skilled enough to break into the top
ten.Now we need to see Shannon Briggs take on Klitschko.|

|11/27/06 10:15:27 PM|Steve|N.J.||NA||||10|Hi Kent,if you are a real
,unbiased,gentleman in your weekly NFL ratings,you will refrain from
gloating.The Eagles have forgotten how to bring eight or nine men into the
box.i.e.nickel or dime package.They've also forgotten how to tackle.|
|11/27/06 10:55:58 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Steve, no I
will lay off you and even my buddy from Philly, which with him it is hard to do.
But really the Eagles are not out of it yet as the NFC east title is not beyond
reach yet.<br><br>You must have some enjoyment out of the NY Giants losing three
in a row.<br><br>I do my rankings every two weeks. So I will do one this week.
|
|11/28/06 04:43:35 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Hi Steve! What
your wife says is in general true but, in my home, my father works until late
afternoon so when he comes back home is very hungry. So, in my home there isn't
much difference between lunch and dinner.<br><br>Yesterday I saw on You Tube the
Tyson vs Tucker fight and Tucker gave Mike a real tough fight. He (Tucker) even
damaged his right hand early in the fight. Tony "TNT" Tucker was a very good
fighter in his prime.|
|11/28/06 10:07:15 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||jerjets11@yahoo.com||||10|I thought
Klitschko/Brock was the best heavyweight matchup out there since
Lyakavich/Brewster. There's a good clip on YouTube. Klitschko is the best
heavyweight out there since his brother. He is THE champ of all the many champs
now. He's not as dangerous as his brother, but he can box. I agree Brock was a
good challenger. Yet the fight was never in doubt. I think the Klitschkos have
been very good for the sport, much like another brother tandem we know
here.<br>Massimo, I totally agree on Tucker, one of several very good contenders
wrecked by Don King. He gave Tyson a very good match. I think he helped show
Buster Douglass how to beat him.|
|11/28/06 10:53:31 AM|Frank|Indiana||furrman365@yahoo.com||||10|Glad to see this
site is up and running.<br>It's also good to see some NFL talk here. I'm an
Eagles fan also. What happened to McNabb might finish those guys. I live in
Indiana now. Notre Dame and the Colts are a pretty good substitute.|
|11/28/06 04:31:06 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Frank, yes
it is true that McNabb would be hard to replace but until a team is eliminated,
I never count anyone out and the NFC east is a balanced division with no one
with a great record so there are a lot of things that could happen.<br><br>If
your Eagles can somehow win a couple of games in a row and some of the other
teams in their division lose a couple of games, they are right in the
hunt.<br><br>Steve likes to kid me about giving Eagles fans a hard time as I am
a California lad through and through who really doesn't have a team ever since
my L.A. Rams left us.<br><br>Actually, sometimes Steve is harder on the Eagles
than I am.|
|11/29/06 06:18:23 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Yesterday I saw
Frank Bruno vs Gerrie Cooetzie on You Tube and was really impressed by the way
Frank destroyed Cooetzie. What a power Bruno had ! He had one of the highest KO
percentuages (or rates, or whatever) ever. Earnie Shavers rates him as one of
the 5-10 hardest punchers ever. Frank had a real excellent career, European
champion first and then WBC heavyweight champion. He had only one real bad
performance in his career and that was his second fight with Mike Tyson, in
which he held and held (he looked certainly afraid of Mike). I have also seen
his fight with Lennox Lewis and he looked very well for six rounds until he got
hit by a devastating left hook in the seventh. What a dangerous fighter Frank
Bruno was !<br><br>Where are you Angelo ? Still in Washinghton DC ? What do you
think of Frank Bruno ? Thanks.|
|12/2/06 03:47:13 PM|For Your Info|Markham, Ontario,
Canada||ForYourInformation@yahoo.com||||7|For Your Information. I'm
Baaaaaaaaaaack!|
|12/2/06 04:01:01 PM|For Your Info|Markham, Ontario||Yahoo.com||||7|For Your

Information. Antonio Margarito maybe in trouble tonight. I've seen Joshua
Clottey fight and he is dangerous. Margarito better forget about guys like
Mayweather and focus on tonights fight.I wouldn't be surprised if Clottey pulled
it off. Though Margarito is a good and tough boxer I feel that he's overratted
(contrarry to all the hype about Mayweather and others avoiding him). Mayweather
felt that beating Margarito wouldn't mean much to his legacy since he's never
beaten anybody of note. I agree. Kermit Cintrone would be easy picking for
Mayweather.<br><br>Even if Marg wins he must face the even tougher Paul
Williams.|
|12/3/06 07:41:25 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Kent, I well-remember your
Rams. Some very good 70s teams. Roman Gabriel, Willie Ellison, John Cappeletti,
Merlin Olsen, Jack Youngblood, Nolan Cromwell among many others. Tom Mack was a
Clevelander. But then the Rams as a whole were also. The St. Louis Super Bowl
teams were pretty good, but not the same? Were you a Raiders fan? Rumors have
several teams moving to LA or the nearby area. Any preferences? |
|12/3/06 09:19:57 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Alot of current guys on the
comeback trail in the next two months. Micheal Moorer, Oliver McCall, Ray
Mercer, Dominick Guinn. Oleg Maskaev will defend his belt against an 18-4
opponent. Shannon Briggs is right back in the ring in January with Sultan
Ibragimov, a good match I think. Samuel Peter and James Toney are set for
January. Cruiserweights Virgil Hill and Henry Maske will also meet that month.
Any thoughts on these?|
|12/4/06 01:04:21 AM|Ed |Cicero N Y||mooseygoop@aol.com||||10| "Any thoughts on
these?"<br><br>Gerry, My thoughts, they are way over the hill or had so many
poor fights that they are just trying to pick up paydays. Can't fault anybody
for that but this a game where you can get hurt badly especially when you're
older. 2 exceptions. One exception would be Sam Peter. Hes still young and has
potential. And Toney is a modern day Archie Moore. Anybody that started out as a
middleweight over 15 years ago and can hang in there with the power of someone
like Peter is amazing to me.|
|12/4/06 04:08:40 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Gerry/Kent:
I had the good fortune to meet Tom Mack in the late 1980's. I was working for a
furniture rental company near Washington, DC. Tom Mack and his family moved to
the area (suburban Maryland) because he was involved with a business venture--some sort of engineering company. Anyway, while they were tranisitioning to a
new house, they needed rental furniture and he came in to pick some out. He was
really gracious and talked to us about his football career and life after
football. He was also very down to earth and nice to everyone. He seemed
surprised about how crazy DC is for the Redskins. He said that in his playing
days, Rams fans were great---came out on Sundays---but that was it. In the DC
area, the Redskins are headline news and not just in the sports section! It
really is nuts here and this is coming from a Chiefs fan, not a Redskins fan!
|
|12/4/06 04:11:29 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Massimo:
Bruno was far from a complete fighter, but he did have raw power. I think he'd
do well in today's field!|
|12/5/06 03:46:26 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Angelo, I have heard about the
Redskins fan base. Probably even has the Browns fans beat here. The teams under
Joe Gibbs and George Allen are a very good legacy. Even Lombardi coached for
them. Tom Mack was in Cleveland often enough also. Pro-Bowl guard at less than
270 pounds. Of course, that was back then. Thanks.|
|12/5/06 03:50:37 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Ed, I wouldn't call Guinn or
Maskaev over the hill. Both have time to develop and figure in the current
division. I totally agree on Toney, an obvious talent if he can avoid the
milkshakes.|
|12/6/06 06:08:04 AM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Ray Mercer is 64
years old and should not be fighting! He has been a good heavyweight; the first

man to beat Tommy "Machine" Gunn and has fought toe to toe with Evander
Holyfield and Lennox Lennox. He was lucky against Francesco Damiani when, behind
on points, was saved by a lucky punch to Damiani's nose in the ninth round.|
|12/6/06 04:14:00 PM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|HEY GERRY, I IMAGINE I TOLD YU ABOUT MY
CHAT WITH YOUR OWN PRO BOWLER CAT QUICK JERRY SHERK,YU TALK ABOUT INTELLIGENT
(NOT ME, HIM!!,) HE MIGHT HAVE BEEN THE NFL MVP, HAD HE NOT BEEN INJURED AGAINST
PHILADELPHIA IN 1979-BEAT DALLAS BY HIMSELF ON MONDAY NIGHT LIKE 26-7, 12 SACKS
IN 9 GAMES AND COUNTING, AND FROM RIGHT SIDE DEFENSIVE TACKLE!!!, I'VE FOLLOWED
THE SKINS SINCE 1971, AND I HAVE TOO GIVE THE NOD TO WASHINGTON OVER THE DOG
POUND, ONLY BECAUSE OF GEORGE ALLEN, HE MADE THAT REDSKIN LEGACY,YES GIBBS HAS 3
SUPER BOWLS, AND ALLEN NEEDS 3 ASSISTS, ALLEN KNEW HOW GREAT FULLBACK JOHN
RIGGINS WAS POWER/SPEED. AND THEN MADE A BLOCKING BACK OUT OF HIM!!! A
THOROUGHBRED HITCHED TO A MILKWAGON, AND A 240lb 9.8-100yd SPRNITER AT KU. I'M
SURPRISED GUARD TOM MACK DID NOT EVER PLAY FOR THE RAMSKINS, I MEAN the
REDSKINS. I REMEMBER BILLY KILMER ALMOST GOING TO THE RAMS WITH ALLEN IN 1978
WITH ALLEN SUPSEQUENTLY BEING FIRED AND THE PARDEE REDSKINS WAVING KILMER.|
|12/6/06 04:46:51 PM|angelo|Washington,
DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Jimmy/Gerry: It's easy to forget that Lombardi came
to DC---but wasn't that the year they went to the yellow-gold helmets with the
"R" (sort of like the yellow-gold Packers helmets with the "G")? Lombardi
didn't waste any time as he started to build a futile team into a winner. I've
read about that season---it's unbelievable that a man could have that much
influence. He took that sorry roster and actually started the turnaround. I
believe they would have been a playoff team the following year and possibly a
Championship team in the third or fourth full season. George Allen was a worthy
coach himself---he's the one who instilled the Cowboys rivalry in Washington.
Genius. The 70's were a sorry era for a Chiefs fan like me. First, awful
decline under Stram after beating Minnesota in the Super Bowl. Then, futility
under Paul Wiggin and when he was fired, the same under interim coach Tom
Bettis. The bright spot was Marv Levy, who had the team competing by the end of
the decade---but inexplicably, was fired after going 3-6 in a crazy strike year.
If they had kept Levy around, maybe the Chiefs would have been going to Super
Bowls instead of the Bills. John Macovic was an underachiever who took them to
the playoffs once. Frank Gansz failed. Schottenheimer was the saviour who
stayed a little too long. Gunther Cunningham couldn't get them going---Vermeil
never had a defense and now it's all up to Herman Edwards! That folks, is Chiefs
History 101, 1971-present.
<br>|
|12/6/06 06:38:37 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Jimmy the Quarryologist, I do
remember your post on Jerry Sherk. He and Greg Pruitt were probably the best
Browns of that first 'down' decade. He was a college wrestler, very quick as
well as strong, with great hands.<br>'Skins had some great players in the 70s,
Larry Brown, Charley Taylor, Kilmer too. Riggins had 40 carries in the Super
Bowl, poor Miami was tired of tackling him.<br>Angelo, I really liked the late
60s-early 70s Chiefs. All those All-Pros on defense stopped Joe Namath three
times on the one yard line to make the Super Bowl. Chiefs had back luck at
running back as I recall. They almost had Wilt. That would have been something.|
|12/7/06 09:38:56 AM|Massimo|Roma||4||||10|With Wilt the Chiefs would have won
all the Super Bowls!|
|12/7/06 09:42:11 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Yes Angelo, I remember that "R" Redskins
helmet era,(they only had those 2 yrs)Lombardi was gone, before that,for his
team (1969) STILL HAD THE AEROS and a 7-5-2 record, with SONNY JURGENSEN, CHRIS
HANBURGER, AND ROOKIE LARRY BROWN AS THEIR only ALL PROS. They went 6-8 under
Lombardi Assistant Bill Austin in 1970. Their uniforms and piping did favor
Vince's Packers, except Burgundy and gold, opposed to green and gold. I read
Washington put that scheme in there, honoring Vince.Right now i'm living in

KANSAS CITY CHIEF COUNTY, Angelo yu would love it, I would love to trade yu,
although the skins are having a rough one, My favorite Chief was ED PODALACK, He
sure had some big games for KC. Ironically George Allen, reportedly drew an
Indian head in his office, And said thats how he wanted washington'S helmet for
1972. I remember singing redskin fight songs in L.A. bars, after wins over the
Rams, 1983 VIVIDLY.WE kinda sounded like a cross between Glen Campbell, and an
orca at sea world!|
|12/7/06 10:20:30 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Gerry one thing that 1979 season, that
really helped JERRY SHERK make a big comeback, before his terrible injury (kneestaph infection)was LYLE ALZADO'S presense on the line. I also thought Sam
Rutigliano did a good job with The Browns (u guys have PITTSBURGH coming up).
ANGELO what was the deal with Lee Mazzilli managing the Orioles? seems to
me,they did not give him much of a chance 129-140 with no pitching!I think he
might have eventually progressed a winner there? Especially since he would be
getting rid of some dead weight (SOSA,PALMERIO,ETC.)I Root for the Nationals,
when i'm not suffering with the GIANTS. I'M sorta surprised Mazzilli did not get
a job this winter, with all the teams open for a manager. WHERE'S BILLY MARTIN
WHEN U NEED HIM!!!!!|
|12/7/06 10:25:54 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Gerry one thing that 1979 season, that
really helped JERRY SHERK make a big comeback, before his terrible injury (kneestaph infection)was LYLE ALZADO'S presense on the line. I also thought Sam
Rutigliano did a good job with The Browns (u guys have PITTSBURGH coming up).
ANGELO what was the deal with Lee Mazzilli managing the Orioles? seems to
me,they did not give him much of a chance 129-140 with no pitching!I think he
might have eventually progressed a winner there? Especially since he would be
getting rid of some dead weight (SOSA,PALMERIO,ETC.) I Root for the Nationals,
when i'm not suffering with the GIANTS. I'M sorta surprised Mazzilli did not get
a job this winter, with all the teams open for a manager. SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
REALLY COULD HAVE USED LOU PINEILLA,ALTHOUGH THE GIANTS HAVE NEVER LACKED
FIRE,JUAN MARICHAL,JACK CLARK, BOBBY AND BARRY BONDS, DIRTY AL GALLAGHER. PETE
ROSE WOULD HAVE FIT IN THE FOLD, ALTHOUGH HE WOULD NOT HAVE PLAYED FOR THE 70'S
80'S GIANTS, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!!!!|
|12/7/06 10:26:12 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Gerry one thing that 1979 season, that
really helped JERRY SHERK make a big comeback, before his terrible injury (kneestaph infection)was LYLE ALZADO'S presense on the line. I also thought Sam
Rutigliano did a good job with The Browns (u guys have PITTSBURGH coming up).
ANGELO what was the deal with Lee Mazzilli managing the Orioles? seems to
me,they did not give him much of a chance 129-140 with no pitching!I think he
might have eventually progressed a winner there? Especially since he would be
getting rid of some dead weight (SOSA,PALMERIO,ETC.) I Root for the Nationals,
when i'm not suffering with the GIANTS. I'M sorta surprised Mazzilli did not get
a job this winter, with all the teams open for a manager. SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
REALLY COULD HAVE USED LOU PINEILLA,ALTHOUGH THE GIANTS HAVE NEVER LACKED
FIRE,JUAN MARICHAL,JACK CLARK, BOBBY AND BARRY BONDS, DIRTY AL GALLAGHER. PETE
ROSE WOULD HAVE FIT IN THE FOLD, ALTHOUGH HE WOULD NOT HAVE PLAYED FOR THE 70'S
80'S GIANTS, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!!!!|
|12/7/06 10:26:15 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Gerry one thing that 1979 season, that
really helped JERRY SHERK make a big comeback, before his terrible injury (kneestaph infection)was LYLE ALZADO'S presense on the line. I also thought Sam
Rutigliano did a good job with The Browns (u guys have PITTSBURGH coming up).
ANGELO what was the deal with Lee Mazzilli managing the Orioles? seems to
me,they did not give him much of a chance 129-140 with no pitching!I think he
might have eventually progressed a winner there? Especially since he would be

getting rid of some dead weight (SOSA,PALMERIO,ETC.) I Root for the Nationals,
when i'm not suffering with the GIANTS. I'M sorta surprised Mazzilli did not get
a job this winter, with all the teams open for a manager. SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
REALLY COULD HAVE USED LOU PINEILLA,ALTHOUGH THE GIANTS HAVE NEVER LACKED
FIRE,JUAN MARICHAL,JACK CLARK, BOBBY AND BARRY BONDS, DIRTY AL GALLAGHER. PETE
ROSE WOULD HAVE FIT IN THE FOLD, ALTHOUGH HE WOULD NOT HAVE PLAYED FOR THE 70'S
80'S GIANTS, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!!!!|
|12/7/06 10:26:35 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|Gerry one thing that 1979 season, that
really helped JERRY SHERK make a big comeback, before his terrible injury (kneestaph infection)was LYLE ALZADO'S presense on the line. I also thought Sam
Rutigliano did a good job with The Browns (u guys have PITTSBURGH coming up).
ANGELO what was the deal with Lee Mazzilli managing the Orioles? seems to
me,they did not give him much of a chance 129-140 with no pitching!I think he
might have eventually progressed a winner there? Especially since he would be
getting rid of some dead weight (SOSA,PALMERIO,ETC.) I Root for the Nationals,
when i'm not suffering with the GIANTS. I'M sorta surprised Mazzilli did not get
a job this winter, with all the teams open for a manager. SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
REALLY COULD HAVE USED LOU PINEILLA,ALTHOUGH THE GIANTS HAVE NEVER LACKED
FIRE,JUAN MARICHAL,JACK CLARK, BOBBY AND BARRY BONDS, DIRTY AL GALLAGHER. PETE
ROSE WOULD HAVE FIT IN THE FOLD, ALTHOUGH HE WOULD NOT HAVE PLAYED FOR THE 70'S
80'S GIANTS, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!!!!|
|12/7/06 09:48:19 PM|Gerry|Cleveland, Ohio||same||||10|I remember Ed Podolak, a
former Ohio State QB converted to another spot like so many Buckeyes back then.
One of my faves was Willie Lanier 5'10 215, a mean inside linebacker. Ohioans
still recall Lenny Ray Dawson.<br>I liked the Rutigliano teams here. Brian Sipe,
very underrated. Ozzie Newsome, Clay Matthews. Alzado was better in Denver
before he began chugging milkshakes. Browns were one risky pass from the Super
Bowl then.<br>Massimo, Hank Stram tried out Wilt for the Chiefs and he was off
the charts. 7'2 280, ran a 4.4 40, vertical leap well over 40 inches, stronger
than any guy they had. Literally a brother from another planet. They asked him
if he'd go offense or defense, he said 'both'. One guy doesn't figure in
football quite like basketball. Those Chiefs did see two Super Bowls without
him. For me, though, he is all by himself all-time. Shaq would carry his bags.|
|12/8/06 11:43:39 AM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Gerry: How
about the Kosar teams?<br>RE: Shaq---I don't think he'd be at a level low enough
to be relegated to carrying Wilt's bags, but let's just say he'd be "backing up"
Wilt and not seeing too many minutes. Two different classes. Shaq is very,
very good, but he falls a little short of the type of domination Wilt forced on
so many centers, excluding "that guy who played for the Celtics." Of course,
"that guy" had quite a team surrounding him, but even without the supporting
cast, he had a determination and style that took Wilt off his game a bit.
Russell was some competitor.<br>
|
|12/8/06 12:16:32 PM|Massimo|Roma||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Gerry/Angelo Yes,
Wilt was great and was probably better than Shaq, but he was no Warren Coolidge.
Coolidge is the best center of all time!<br><br>I think Shaq is better than
Jabbar. Kareem had the sky hook, but Shaq's game was more incisive.|
|12/8/06 02:51:32 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Massimo:
Don't sell Kareem short---he was Mr. Consistent throughout the 70's, piling up
the scoring and rebounds. He was hardly ever injured for a big man and his
finesse game might surprise Shaq's physical presence---Jabbar had a way of
neutralizing heavy, strong centers in the mold of Darryl Dawkins or Moses
Malone, by having an outside game and being tougher than he got credit for.
Size as they say, isn't everything. "Shorter" guys like Alvin Adams and Dave
Cowens had great careers as NBA centers.<br>And Coolidge himself was a small guy
but would have knocked Shaq into next week! Coolidge had power, smarts, touch--a complete game. He was coached by a legend too. Morris Thorpe was no slouch

either. <br> |
|12/9/06 12:52:43 AM|steve |nj||na||||10|Kent,I just recieved two packages from
Jimmy Dorsey.These are the most comprensive,complete record of Jerry's career
I've ever seen.He even has the voting of each judge in every fight.I tried to EMAIL HIM BACK,but of course thier was a proplem with my e-mail.|
|12/9/06 11:56:39 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Just kidding about the 'Shaq
bags'. I know Massimo is a Shaq fan. Shaq is the best NBA center in the last ten
years easily. Kareem was better, though. Blocked more shots, led NBA in boards
once, jumped great and ran the floor well, better offense game too. Second to
Wilt.<br>I've become a bigger Russell fan since I got my classic NBA site going.
He made center a defense-first position. Always dug deep and found a way to win.
Should have been MVP as a rookie.<br>Angelo, the Kosar teams are probably the
best Browns teams to date, apologies to Otto Graham and Jim Brown. Great D, two
1,000 yard backs, a brainiac QB who could call his own plays if allowed. OL was
good too. The whole town here was orange and brown then. That pesky John Elway
... The current bunch is taking it's lumps but slowly improving. Very slowly...
Thx.|
|12/9/06 03:04:09 PM|Steve|NJ||NA||||10|Jimmy D.,yesterday,Friday,I finally got
a team of service guys from Comcast to come to my house.They told me my cable
from the pole should have been replaced about three years ago,hence all the
trouble with my computer.I tried to e-mail you.Anyway,thanks for those records!!
Some of those earlier opponents I've never even heard of!|
|12/9/06 03:20:22 PM|steve |NJ||NA||||10|Gerry,does it seem to you that all NFL
teams go through cycles? New management,head coach,some pretty high draft picks
if their record was bad.Some free agents the new coaching staff likes.Maybe
there succesful for about five years,then they start to fade,sorta like the
Eagles|
|12/9/06 05:21:25 PM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|thanx STEVE,I AM ALSO HAVING TROUBLE
RECEIVING EMAILS, ABOUT AT LEAST A DOZEN OF QUARRYS 66 BOUTS,THE DATES WERE
WRONG AS U CAN SEE ON THERE, CASE IN POINT 10/18/65 MILTON MANLEY A 21O POUND
SOUTHPAW (and built Like an N.F.L. running back) WAS 27-5 AGAINST PRETTY GOOD
OPPOSITION WHEN QUARRY KAYOED HIM IN 30 SECONDS. AND NOT HIS PRO DEBUT, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED BY SOME OTHER SOURCE! GETTING THOSE RING MAGAZINES. TOOK ME
SOME YEARS TO GET THE TOP TEN RANKINGS. JERRY WAS RANKED IN THE TOP TEN 87
MONTHS BY RING MAGAZINE. MORE THAN GEORGE CHUVALO! i watched a special on
George, they said at the end of the program Chuvalo was in the top ten 17
years,well if he was, it was not RING MAGAZINE (PROBABLY ABOUT 72 TO 80 ISSUES,
AND NO DISREPECT TO TOUGH GEORGE.|
|12/9/06 09:19:23 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Steve, absolutely, there are
cycles in team sports. Free agency is part of it. There's the caps. Guys have to
stay injury-free. Coaching is important also. Success there is a combination of
famous and unheard-of, rich and cheap, stars and role players. Teams that make a
huge investment in key acquistions, like T.O., have to hope they go the right
way. Schedules also vary. It really is a crapshoot despite all the analysis and
forecasting involved. The Patriots are about the best I've seen with all this.
Thanks.|
|12/11/06 11:04:30 AM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Gerry:
The cycles in the NFL are very interesting. It almost seems as though you're
better off to hit rock bottom and get a couple very high draft picks, than to be
competitive, year after year, but never dominant. My Chiefs are a great
example. They are usually good or very good. When they're bad, it's 6-10 or 79 bad, not horrific at 1-15. But because of this, they always seem to be
"missing" a few pieces. The Chiefs barely ever run on all cylinders. They've
had a couple 13-3 seasons and home field through the playoffs. Both times, they
went out, at home, in their first game. Long ago, the Colts beat them 10-7.
The Colts were a distant seed, but at home, the Chiefs couldn't score more than

7 points. More recently, the Colts won a shootout, when KC's horrible defense
didn't stop them once. No punts. Beyond those two years, Montana got them
close a couple times, and once, Steve DeBerg took them far, but they lost to the
Dolphins (a holding penalty took them out of range to win the game with a late
field goal). They just can't get over the hump, while teams that have been
absolutely awful at times, like the Patriots and Chargers, are now powerhouses.
The Atlanta Falcons went to a Super Bowl after being pitiful. The Baltimore
Ravens look like they've reloaded nicely. It looks like Brian Billick is a
better coach than people realize because that team is back. And look at the
Titans---Jeff Fisher has them winning games now. Instead of that team
collapsing, they put the pieces back together and are looking like they can
compete next year.
|
|12/11/06 09:42:10 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Angelo, maybe it's just me,
but it seems like there are three kinds of teams with three kinds of schedules.
Being in the middle in never good. You want to be 3-13 with the draft picks and
the soft schedule or one of the top dogs where free agency would put you over
the top. A friend of mine is a big Priest Holmes fan. Schottenheimer almost got
you there just like Cleveland. With you it was a kicker who missed three, with
Cleveland it was a fumble on the one. Maybe Chargers will put him over the top.
Good coach in any case. I liked Montana in KC. But San Fran was about a system,
not just a great QB. Alot of teams have been where Chiefs are/ have been. It's
easy to criticize but hard to do. |
|12/12/06 01:24:33 PM|max hord|fernandina bch,fla||maxhord@adelphia.net||||10|I
watched Quarry/Ali the other day on Sports Center.Each time Jerry looked
better.If you watch closely he landed some very good left hooks and short rights
to Ali's chin.Reluctant to go all out caused him to lose that fight even before
the cut.|
|12/13/06 09:35:42 AM|charles anderson|ark.||none||||10|Jerry Quarry was my
favorite fighter, but Jerry was a frustrated man inside the ring and outside of
it as well. He had more raw talent than anyone. On the other hand Ali had more
refined talent than anyone. That was was evident in their first fight together.
In his prime Ali could have whipped King Kong, if you don't believe it just ask
him. Thanks for your time here and everyone here "Merry Christmas"!|
|12/14/06 08:20:34 AM|Angelo|washington, dc||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Gerry:
Schottenheimer is a very, very good head coach. I knew when the Chiefs hired
him, their franchise would go from laughing stock to contender, and they did.
He tends to be too conservative and his deciple, Bill Cowher, also used to play
too conservative on offense. Both of them have learned and adjusted. Marty
Schottenheimer had the Redskins two years away from a Super Bowl contention and
the owner pulled the plug because he thought Steve Spurrier was the next great
legend in the NFL. That was a mistake. The Redskins were totally buying into
Schottenheimer's program, especially Lavar Arrington. They were a hot team
after a bad start---but were on target to go 10-6 the following year and after
that---who knows, could have been a major power. Same thing in San Diego--except the management there showed patience with him. It's very interesting--the Chargers owner tried to hire Marty in 1987, but he politely declined to
accept the Chiefs offer. All these years later, with a wink, Spanos called
Marty and said "My offer is still on the table---I still think you're the right
guy for the job." Marty laughed and said you talked me into it! They're good
enough for the Super Bowl and as a long suffering Chiefs fan, I wish Marty the
best, I hope they win it all this year. |
|12/14/06 12:06:32 PM|JAMES DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||ronnyrains@yahoo.com||||10|CHARLES ANDERSON, EMAIL ME YUR
ADDRESS,I'VE SEEN ALI/QUARRY I AND FRAZIER/QUARRY II. Of course seen them
before,It seems JERRY was binding his time for Ali, to make his big move later.
like Bonavena's fight plan vs FRAZIER in 1969, and later the same tactics KEN
NORTON used in his bout with Larry Holmes. Jerry seemed more competetive in his

74' bout with SMOKIN JOE then I rememberd that he was.It was not a complete
slaughter. and Clancy hollering for JERRY too clobber Joe in the first round,
After Frazier was struck low. FRAZIER had sent sparring partner's JIMMY YOUNG
AND "SCRAP IRON" JOHNSON To the hospital in the same ambulance, in Philadelphia
like two weeks before, so I knew JQ was in for a little trouble,Like the general
public, I wanted Jerry in there with "BIG GEORGE" FOR ALL THE MARBLES? better
JERRY than JOSE ROMAN!!|
|12/14/06 02:30:52 PM|charles anderson|ark.||cdanderson@agrilance.com||||10|Jim,
I thought Jerry would whip Joe/'74 after his great year in '73 beating Lyle And
Shavers and Frazier losing to Foreman and Ali. I really thought Joe was washed
up. Strangely enough I thought Jerry could have handled Foreman if they had
fought in '74.|
|12/14/06 06:23:01 PM|Oswald P Finklemeyer|nowhere||nothing||||10|Not only did
Jerry deserve to fight Foreman more than Roman, Mike Quarry later fought and
beat Jose Roman.|
|12/15/06 09:35:51 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|I thought Jerry was very
competitive with Ali early in both fights. Jerry was a blown-up cruiserweight
years before that class was created, and in there with probably the best
heavyweight ever. A tall order. Cut in the first fight nixed a real chance. In
both fights, Ali thought he had him and moved in to finish. Jerry counterpunched
brilliantly, and embarrassed Ali... Versus Joe, Jerry attacked early in the
first fight, but could not jab and move when Joe picked up steam in Rd.3 . If
Jerry could jab and clinch Joe from that point like Ali did, he would have had a
better chance. The pace also was very high for Jerry. The second match was
actually pretty competitive until that body punch. I can't even imagine what a
Frazier hook to the body would feel like. Jerry had a minute to get over it
before Frazier moved in again. I think Ali I and Frazier II were ripoffs for
Jerry, as were Ellis and Chuvalo. All of those matches had real opportunities
for Jerry...<br>Foreman states he dodged Jerry, for what that's worth. Champs do
avoid guys they don't want to meet. Ali and Frazier did it too. Boxing, of
course, could be much better run than it is. Until it is, champs and promoters
will be able to run their own agendas ahead of the best interests of the fans.
|
|12/15/06 10:00:27 AM|mark sargeant|uk||mark_sargeant2003@yahoo.co.uk||||10|It
looks like the first two months are shaping up quite well for Heavyweight match
ups. The Peter-Toney rematch is set to go ahead and hopefully this one will
produce a conclusive result. Different to most opinions I think the Maskaev that
vastly oputpointed Sinal Sam and knocked out Rahman would have a good chance of
beating both guys. After all peter has beaten Toney and performed well against
Klitschko but has fought NOBODY!! ranked in the top 15 of all four sanctioning
bodies. Toney started his Heavyweight career in great style three years ago with
that knockout of Holyfield but has gone backwards since. It is a great tribute
to his chin that a former middleweight has not been knocked off his feet by
strong punchers such as Rahman and Peter but since Holyfield he has only beaten
Guinn as a good fighter, being foolish to a get a no decision against Ruiz and
then being outfought by both Rahman and Peter (albeit
controversially).<br><br>One champ who deserves a little praise is Mr Valuev who
despite his critics is actually fighting at regular intervals and its this that
should earn him some due. He has done well to outclass European heavys in Vidoz
and Bidenko, as well as get some good albeit razor thin decisions over the two
best fighters he's fought in Ruiz and Donald. He seems to have improved as champ
with very solid performances over Beck and Barrett. But now he faces possibly
his stiffest challenge with a fight against the giant Jameel McCline. Mccline is
a good fighter, albeit being 36 now his best years may be past. He has the size
and bulk to register Valuev problems and went on a good winning streak in the
early 2000-2001 with fine and wide victories over Grant (1 round KO), Whittaker
and current champ Shannon Briggs. He registered a couple of embarrasing losses

early in hsi career but has since only lost to Klitscko in a 10 round battering,
Byrd by razor thin decision when he decked the former champ and a vbizarre
points loss to Zuri Lawrence. However, since then he has 6 wins on the bounce
and although Valuev deserves to be favourite with his bulk and stamina telling
factors as McCline doesn't have huge power, I think that McCline will offer a
better fight than Barrett. Hopefully Valuev will fight the no 1 WBA contender
Ruslan Chageav who just beat Ruiz along with a couple of decent European heavys
by Easter and then who knows we may have the reunification fights everyone
wants.<br>There are strong rumours about a Maskaev-Klitschko fight in Moscowhopefully Ray Austin won't get near a belt as he really has not beaten any
contender although he has drawn with a couple of good fighters.<br>BriggsIbragimov in mid February could see the end of Briggs' reign. The latter can
bring and is very industrious but hopefully he won't freeze like Mr Lyakovich.|
|12/16/06 08:55:59
AM|Unknown|russia||preved@gmail.com||||10|http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/l
9/ye/l9yeqJIxyJAe6OMsz4x6fw/ballbusting.html <a href="
http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/l9/ye/l9yeqJIxyJAe6OMsz4x6fw/ballbusting.ht
ml "> ballbusting </a>
[url=http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/l9/ye/l9yeqJIxyJAe6OMsz4x6fw/ballbusti
ng.html]ballbusting[/url]
<br><br>http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/u5/Ug/u5UgM5J9AarhpUJmjudUQ/amanda-bynes-nude.html <a href="
http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/u5/Ug/u5UgM5J9AarhpUJmjudU-Q/amanda-bynesnude.html "> amanda bynes nude </a>
[url=http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/u5/Ug/u5UgM5J9AarhpUJmjudU-Q/amandabynes-nude.html]amanda bynes nude[/url]
<br><br>http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/4p/Lz/4pLzLt_Pb936aKzT3hN8og/bangbr
os.html <a href="
http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/4p/Lz/4pLzLt_Pb936aKzT3hN8og/bangbros.html
"> bangbros </a>
[url=http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/4p/Lz/4pLzLt_Pb936aKzT3hN8og/bangbros.
html]bangbros[/url]
<br><br>http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/z9/1g/z91glnOks1PmQx9mx8_NuA/bangbu
s.html <a href="
http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/z9/1g/z91glnOks1PmQx9mx8_NuA/bangbus.html
"> bangbus </a>
[url=http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/z9/1g/z91glnOks1PmQx9mx8_NuA/bangbus.h
tml]bangbus[/url] <br>|
|12/16/06 08:56:41
AM|Unknown|russia||preved@gmail.com||||10|http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/l
9/ye/l9yeqJIxyJAe6OMsz4x6fw/ballbusting.html <a href="
http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/l9/ye/l9yeqJIxyJAe6OMsz4x6fw/ballbusting.ht
ml "> ballbusting </a>
[url=http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/l9/ye/l9yeqJIxyJAe6OMsz4x6fw/ballbusti
ng.html]ballbusting[/url]
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<br><br>http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/z9/1g/z91glnOks1PmQx9mx8_NuA/bangbu
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http://www.masslegalhelp.org/uploads/z9/1g/z91glnOks1PmQx9mx8_NuA/bangbus.html
"> bangbus </a>
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|12/16/06 10:49:47 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|It looks like we have a spam
problem again.|
|12/17/06 08:37:59 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||Murrieta, Ca||||10|The latest spam
problems seem to be porn. There is another site I go to that isn't boxing or
sports oriented, that had those stupid porn messages on it.<br><br>HEY IDIOTS
WHO ARE SPAMMING US WITH PORN, YOU ARE WAISTING YOUR TIME AS NONE OF US ARE
GOING TO YOUR STUPID SITES!|
|12/18/06 04:02:21 AM|Ed|Cicero N
Y||Mooseygoop@aol.com||||10|http://www.reviewjournal.com/lvrj_home/2006/Dec-16Sat-2006/sports/11458224.html<br><br>Those mixed martial arts fights are winning
new fans as boxing loses them. I've watched a few and they are brutal, almost
too brutal to watch. Throwing guys on there backs and elbowing them in the face
seems too much, especially if it encourages kids to copy them. But I'll say

this, those guys are top athletes and very seldom put on a dull show. Its like
kill or be killed once the fight starts and there isn't too much thats illegal
for them to do to each other.<br><br>Its interesting to note that a hundred or
so years ago boxing was illegal in a lot of places. Now when you would think
things would be more civilized something like this is taking over big time. The
promoters of the UFC have done an excellent job of attracting young fans using
the "Spike" channel on cable TV. They draw millions of viewers when they have
matches on plus they have a reality series on where they show wanna be fighters
trying to make it as an ultimate fighter.|
|12/18/06 11:25:07 AM|JAMES DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||ronnyrains@yahoo.com||||10|ED did u ever see Quarry fight in NEW
YORK?, I was surprised to see GIL CLANCY in ALI'S corner vs SONNY BANKS, along
with Angelo and Chickie Ferrara,they all switched around didn't they? There's no
doubt in my mind Quarry could have beaten, or at least been the favorite vs
FOREMAN,BONAVENA,ELLIS,KIRKMAN,BOB FOSTER,or Chuvalo in 1970, and RING MAGAZINE
was very justified in Ranking Him as their NO.1 Contender.|
|12/18/06 05:22:15 PM|angelo|Washington, DC||funktron@yahoo.com||||10|Quarry
would have thrashed Ellis in 1970. It's a shame he didn't get the job done in
their eliminator title fight. When he was good enough to beat Lyle and take
Shavers in one, God only knows what damage he would have done to Ellis by that
point. Foreman is a different story. If Jerry could have avoided bad cuts, I'd
give him a fighters chance against anybody, but Foreman in 1970 would have been
a big mountain to climb.|
|12/18/06 11:27:13 PM|Ed|Cicero N Y||mooseygoop@aol.com||||10|James D.
No I
never seen Jerry fight IN NYC. I was a little young for that back then. He no
doubt would have put up a good fight against the fighters you named but they
were all tough guys too.<br><br>One thing on the Ultimate Fighter thing. There
is a fighter named Nate Quarry. He was doing well but lost in his last fight I
think. Anyone know if he is related to Jerry
Quarry?<br><br>http://www.nathanquarry.net/|
|12/19/06 09:24:59 AM|Sonia Hathaway (Quarry)|Joshua Tree,
CA||Sonia2163@verizon.net||||10|All this spam is very wrong, pick on another
site. If Dad, and Uncle Jerry were here this stuff wouldn't be on here. Make it
go away from this site please. THANK YOU!|
|12/19/06 10:22:03 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||ronnyrains@yahoo.com||||10|I have so much respect for George and his
career, it isn't funny, 76-5 68 knockouts, I just think he was to raw for Quarry
in 1970, after witnessing his bouts with, WOODY,KIRKMAN,PIRES,HAZELTON, He just
would not have the experience to tackle Quarry, Remember yu mugs, i'm not
talking 1967, 1968, 1971 etc. Just when Ring mag. HAD QUARRY as their no.1 title
contender (1970). Foreman always dangerous, but so was Mac Foster at that time,
Quarry is also they only heavyweight to KO Foster, and as far as light heavy Bob
Foster, Jerry would have added another KO, Foster's only hope would have been a
cuts TKO win. Like Frazier. JQ would have been on him, Boone Kirkman, Oscar
Bonavena (TO AWKWARD AND SLOW)and Joe Bugner never threw enough punches to beat
Jerry|
|12/19/06 11:53:03 AM|Massimo|Rome||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Foreman was very
impressive in 1970 in his fights against Chuvalo and Kirkman. I have watched
both fights and he dominated Chuvalo in three and destroyed Kirkman in two. The
last knockdown in the Kirkman's fight was impressive as George raised Boone from
the floor. I think at the time (1970) George was already a "beast"!<br>He was
already a "beast" two years earlier, when he easily won the golden medal in the
heavyweight division. I have seen the entire final. I think Foreman is easily a
top 10 all time heavyweight and in a 1970 fight with JQ, I would bet on George.
But I think Jerry would have a legittimate chance|
|12/19/06 11:58:40 AM|Massimo|Rome||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Foreman was very
impressive in 1970 in his fights against Chuvalo and Kirkman. I have watched

both fights and he dominated Chuvalo in three and destroyed Kirkman in two. The
last knockdown in the Kirkman's fight was really impressive as George raised
Boone from the floor. I think at the time (1970) George was already a
"beast"!<br>He was already a "beast" two years earlier, when he easily won the
golden medal in the heavyweight division. I have seen the entire final and he
gave the Russian a beating. I think Foreman is easily a top 10 all time
heavyweight and in a 1970 fight with JQ, I would bet on George. But I think
Jerry would have a legittimate chance to win, because (or as) he had a bigger
heart than George, could take a great punch and could throw great flurries of
punches. Let's say George 3-1 favourite.|
|12/19/06 12:00:35 PM|Massimo|Rome||cinimassimo@gmail.com||||10|Ooops, I didn't
want to send the first of the 3 messages, I don't know how it happened!|
|12/19/06 12:38:12 PM|hwadghgo|qwqennwu, irrsgwdx||kdskcpgi@pikahnjz.com|||||<a
href="http://twcooona.com">tnjakclx</a> [URL=http://arkaehfw.com]newdgjfd[/URL]
wsgsoktt http://ntoexdaj.com mbtssygq kvhqxelk|
|12/19/06 06:03:06 PM|cialis|USA, Detroit||kdtenjs@yahoo.com|||||<a
href="http://chesskavala.gr/gallery/includes/cialis.htm">cialis</a><br><a
href="http://histoireslitteraires.org/docannexe/image/ambien.htm">ambien</a><br><a
href="http://extropy.org/cms/components/hoodia.htm">hoodia</a><br><a
href="http://histoires-litteraires.org/docannexe/image/xenical.htm">xenical</a>|
|12/20/06 12:27:17 AM|lorazepam|USA, Charlotte||kfxjolo@yahoo.com|||||<a
href="http://chesskavala.gr/gallery/includes/lorazepam.htm">lorazepam</a><br><a
href="http://merchant911.org/news/image2/ativan.htm">ativan</a><br><a
href="http://la-bijouterie.com/argent/img/weight-loss.htm">weight loss</a><br><a
href="http://funtasticgames.com/jacksonbill/modules/drug.htm">drug</a>|
|12/20/06 07:10:50 AM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|Quarry would have beat Foreman
in 1970. '73, '74 would have been another proposition entirely. Legend has it
they sparred at about that time anyway. Foreman was very respectful of Jerry
even then. Bonavena was the original opponent for Quarry when Shavers stepped
in. Jerry would have had a chance against Foreman even in '73-'74, but his lack
of movement would have hurt him just as it did with Frazier.<br>Carl, what's up
with this spam? |
|12/20/06 07:17:53 AM|fioricet|USA, Austin||tylovd@yahoo.com|||||<a
href="http://braju.com/wiki/config/fioricet.htm">fioricet</a><br><a
href="http://ciberanuncios.org/djs/buycialis.htm">buy cialis</a><br><a
href="http://chesskavala.gr/gallery/includes/adipex.htm">adipex</a><br><a
href="http://www.efh-reutlingenludwigsburg.de/forschung/dateien/healthplan.htm">health plan</a>|
|12/20/06 11:03:16 AM|charles|ark.||cdanderson@agrilance.com||||10|has anyone
ever seen the chuvalo fight? everything i have read had jerry cleaning chuvalo's
clock up until he decked jerry. has george evered shown any signs of dementia?
he took a lot of shots to the head in his career.|
|12/20/06 01:48:13 PM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|Charles, the
Chuvalo fight was close, competitive but Jerry was getting the better of the
exchanges in more rounds than Chuvalo was.<br><br>Chuvalo doesn't seem to have
any kind of noticable permanent damage from the ring.|
|12/20/06 04:22:44 PM|steve |NA||NA||||10|Charles,ON that particular
night,Chuvalo was getting a boxing lesson and a beating.Some rounds where
close,but Quarry administered as thouorough a beating as was possible to
George.Chuvalo threw the luckiest punch against the unluckiest,most ill fated
,talented,fighter I've ever had the privilidge to see.If the fucking stars where
right that night,Gerry wins going away.|
|12/20/06 04:53:41 PM|Steve|NA||NA||||10|Charles,I don't mean to take anything
away from Chuvalo.He was brutally strong .More so in his ability to absorb
punishment.He was very strong,but very,very slow of hand. Last I heard,He was a
sports disc jockey in Canada.I actualy heard him speak several times.He's very

articulate,and has a kinda of rapid fire pattern of speach. |
|12/20/06 04:54:06 PM|Steve|NA||NA||||10|Charles,I don't mean to take anything
away from Chuvalo.He was brutally strong .More so in his ability to absorb
punishment.He was very strong,but very,very slow of hand. Last I heard,He was a
sports disc jockey in Canada.I actualy heard him speak several times.He's very
articulate,and has a kinda of rapid fire pattern of speach. |
|12/20/06 09:17:41 PM|BOB ROBERTS|N.Y -UPSTATE||papertrap@adelphia.net||||10|WATCHED THE QUARRY --CHUVALO ON T.V .AT
THAT TIME I WAS NON A FIGHT FAN, BUT AFTER WATCHING JERRY FIGHT I WAS HOOKED FOR
EVERY. A ONE SIDED FIGHT, ONLY CHUVALO TOUGHTNESS KEPT HIM IN THERE , HE WAS
BEAT UP AND LOOKING LIKE A TKO FOR JERRY.AFTER 6 THE SCORE ABOUT 5 TO 1 QUARRY.
JERRY GET HITS DOWN HE GOES IN THE 7 ,HE IS UP AT 1 THEN GOES TO A KNEE AND
GETS COUNTED OUT HE JUMPS UP YELLING A SHORT COUNT .??? JERRY LOOK OK DON/T KNOW
WHAT HAPPEN. BUT WHY NOT REMATCHES WITH CHUVALO AND ELLIS. A LOT OF HI/S AND
LOW/S IN JERRY LIFE BUT HE/S ALWAYS BEEN A CHAMP TO ME---BEST TO ALL THE
QUARRY/S AND THERE FANS----BOB|
|12/20/06 09:19:07 PM|Gerry|Cleveland||same||||10|I thought Chuvalo fought a
very game fight. He made Jerry punch with him instead of box. Jerry was quicker,
a better boxer, and was winning. Jerry got up from the knockdown at four I
think, then took a knee, clearly unhurt. The ref, a former Globetrotter, shafted
him when he rose from his knee. Chuvalo had one eye mostly closed and had bled.
It was his biggest career win, a gift.<br>But in the heavies, anything can
happen. Jerry got Shavers in rd.1, Shavers got Norton in rd.1 . Jerry got
clocked, took a knee and got up close enough to ten to get screwed over. I think
he more than made up for it in later fights.|
|12/21/06 09:35:41 AM|JIMMY DORSEY|VENTURA
CALIFORNIA||RONNYRAINS@YAHOO.COM||||10|I would not count the CHUVALO bout on
Quarry's record until 1999! GEORGE CHUVALO WAS TRUEST OF WARRIORS, for sure, I
really liked his ABC commentary (in New York 1973) was very articulate, and had
the mike for the Mike Quarry/Billy Wagner 12 round North American title bout at
the Felt Fourm. Which was on Wide World of Sports live. He sure showed his
respect for Jerry Quarry, He told a mutual friend former Welterweight Dennis
Plegge, That Jerry did not recognize him at a fourth of July celebration in
Norco California. But Jerry rememberd Dennis by first name (Plegge from Akron
OHIO)Fought on the undercard OF QUARRY/EASTLING in Canton 1969,I personally
think if Quarry had not lost to Chuvalo, then he would not have battled Mac
Foster for the No.1 contender spot, therefore not made $100,000 DOLLARS a Round
against ALI when gas was 37 cents a gallon!!
|12/22/06 09:03:05 AM|Kent|Murrieta, Ca||kentallenent@aol.com||||10|I don't know
why the spammers even bother coming here as no one cares about what they
post.<br><br>The Chuvalo fight was always about the most frustrating for me as a
Quarry fan because Jerry could have gotten up and it appeared he did right at
the count of ten.<br><br>I have always thought that somehow Jerry forgot he had
taken a knee and had gotten right back up so when he got up at ten, he thought
he was at eight or nine.<br><br>You have to give Chuvalo credit though as it was
a good punch and Jerry was momentarily dazed but not enough to lose the fight as
he wasn't that badly hurt.<br><br>It was probably just a mental laspe on Jerry's
part thinking he had more time to get up.<br><br>|

